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aders, Forum i
Mormon Women and Depression
After having viewed the Mormon
Women and Depression film and
discussed it with the Exponent Ladies, I
am more distressed than ever about the
Mormon Media Image. Although I’ve
heard that the radio and TV blurbs are
suburb, the film came directly during
the aftershock of the latest Reader’s
Digest insert. If anything would tend to
create or maintain the never-a-ruffled-
feather image, these certainly would ~
and undoubtedly do. How very unfair
to ourselves, let alone to the unsuspect-
ing non-member who, should he/she
join, risks disillusionment. The problem
becomes acute when we find ourselves
unable to handle life’s occasional
wrench-in-the-works--those moments
that I think must be felt universally,
when the Bishop’s counsel, and more
fundamentally, personal prayer seem
insufficient and futile. One need not
experience true Depression as des-
cribed in the film to know the feeling of
abandonment. And perhaps more
serious is what we do to each other.
One of the most revealing topics in our

discussion was the fact that we
Mormon sisters often aggravate the
problem through our unacceptance of
diversity and inability to discuss openly
the pain and struggle in life which pave
the path to perfection. A recent letter
to Exponent II was signed, and
underneath the signature this was
written: "’(anonymous, please, if
printed, I still have to live with the
women in my ward)." I wept when I
read that, and encouraged the Board to
publish the letter as well as the above
quote.

Lori Winder
Cambridge, Massachusetts

"Sunstone" Helps Convert
Please regard this as an application for a
subscription to your excellent maga-
zine. Enclosed you will find a $12.00
money order for a one year subscrip-
tion.
Allow me also to take this opportunity
to say how much I have enjoyed your
publication. I am a new convert to The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints and I would be remiss in not
giving a word of thanks to your
publication which assisted me greatly in
answering many questions during my
period of instruction.

Ironically, the first "Sunstone" publica-
tion I laid my hands on was already a
year old. It was the September-October
1978 issue and I was particularly
impressed with the article on Elders
entitled "Truth and Consequences, The
Identity Crisis in LDS Missionary
Fiction" by Lavina Fielding Anderson.
Although not an Elder, I felt I could
readily identify with the plight of Elder
Thayer. The article recounts how Elder
Thayer experiences a crisis of faith
during his mission in Germany.
Thayer’s crisis leads him to reaffirm,
with greater strength, his faith in the
Church. I too, experienced a crisis of
faith, but my crisis led me from my
previous faith to The Church of Latter-
day Saints but as with Elder Thayer I
came out of the experience strength-
ened with the sense of renewed faith
and hope.

In the same issue an invitation was
issued for readers to participate in "The
Benjamin Address.’" Does this invita-
tion still stand one year later? I most
certainly hope so as I may one day wish
to share with you my invaluable
experiences which to me have proven
the truthfulness of the Mormon
statement that "there is precious little
time to waste in preparing for the
eternities.’"

Ronald A. Pritscll
Springfield, Pa.

Get the Real Facts
Your article in "Update" in Jan-Feb-
1979 issue on John Singer has several
errors in it. You are as bad as the rest of
the news media. No one has told the
true story of John Singer. He did not
make a living for his family. He lived

from donations on someone else’s land.

Shirley Black was legally wed to Black
and all he wanted was his children back.
(How could she be married to Singer.7
By him performing a ceremony?)

The Courts ordered Singer to return
the children to Black (their father).

Singer could teach his own children at
home forever as long as he allowed the
state to receive reports on their
schooling, which he refused to do.

Get the real facts.
Oxnard, California

"Supernatural" Revelation
Immediately after the change in
Church policy on blacks and the
priesthood various conflicting state-
ments were made and rumors circu-
lated about how this came about. The
impression given by President Kimball
was that while this was definitely
revelation the conclusion was arrived at
in a very gradual and unspectacular
way. This led many people to conclude
that there was little miraculous and a
great deal logical about the result. After
speaking privately with some Church
leaders I have learned, however, that
something "supernatural" did occur in
conjunction with the revelation. A
couple of days before the announce-
ment was made several patriarchs had
given blessings to some black male
members. The message that was given
through them was that they would

receive the priesthood. The patriarchs
were, of course, somewhat startled by
this and immediately called the First
Presidency. The patriarchs were told
that they should be quiet about this but
that the Presidency had been waiting
for "confirmation" of the rightness of
their decision by the Lord’s work
through the patriarchs. The announce-
ment was then made.

Scott S. Smith
Thousand Oaks, CA

Response to Moonists & Mormonites
Sunstone’s article, "’On Moonists and
Mormonites" served to confirm my
prejudices about the magazine and
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further reinforced my instinct that I
should not subscribe to it on grounds of
principle. No matter how well-
intentioned or devout the author may
be, the content of the article must be
taken to task. It was troublesome in at
least two ways. First, the article
presents a naive and ludicrously over-
generous picture of Moon and the
Unification Church; and second, in step
with the worldliness and pseudo-
intellectualism that afflicts much of the
Dialogue-Exponent-Sunstone crowd,
the author succumbs to the profane
impulse of subordinating the Church to
the terms of social science rather than
unapologetically treating the Church
on its own divine terms. (Granted, this
criticism applies much more to other
articles that have appeared not only in
Sunstone but in the other members of the
unholy triad).

As to the first offense, while it is true
that some of Moon’s motives and
background are open only to surmise,
the great weight of evidence reveals a
man of devious and dark character.
Though my own observation cannot be
conclusive, yet I have known scores of
moonies and moonie drop-outs, spoken
at length with a French journalist who
has investigated Moon’s personal and
business ties for two years, and this,
combined with much other evidence,
points to a man who is an unrestrained
megalomaniac, a cunning mountebank
and an unconscionable manipulator of
human souls; a man who--contrary to
the article’s suggestion--bears no more
resemblance to Joseph Smith than
Hitler does to St. Francis of Assisi. In
the face of Moon’s doctrine of heavenly
deception and the Unification Church’s
systematic and exploitative treatment
of persons as pawns and idiots, it is
simply absurd to ascribe to Moon’s
establishment an "extraordinary ethical
sensibility." The Unification Church
differs so radically from the Church
and gospel of Christ that it is offensive
to talk about "striking similarities
between the faiths;" it is sacreligious to
suggest that there is any appreciable
similarity between the Prophet Joseph
Smith and such a worldly man as
Moon.
The second and larger problem with
the article is that it seems to have been
brewed in the same old secularism and
liberal apologetica that brought us all
those apostate explanations for the
black policy. That is, it approaches
things divine, i.e. the Church and its
practices, from an almost exclusively
humanist-secular perspective. This
faithless approach, which has seduced
some of the best brains and spirits in

the Church, cheapens the Kingdom of
God into a largely human organization
with doctrines and practices that are
exclusively shaped and informed by
sociological and historical trends. The
precise problem with this is that it
imposes a crude, secular outline upon
an essentially sacred and divine grid.
The divinely inspired Church practice
of regular record-keeping is described
in the article as a "penchant" of
Mormon people (and lamented paren-
thetically as a "burden")"which the
moonies do not share.’" Divinely
mandated practice is thus relegated to
the low status of mere human instinct
or habit. Similarly, true to the manner
in which most secularists describe
Mormonism, the Church is character-
ized as bearing a "New England and
pioneer" stamp. In this and kindred
articles, everything is apprehended
from a secular eye. History is one large
undifferentiated mass of facts subjec-

ted to cold, uniform social science
analysis. To approach the Church like
this is to walk lockstep with the world
and to deny the special nature of the
Church.

These are the times that try men’s
souls. In a day of such brutality,
wickedness and multiplying heresies, it
is now, perhaps more than ever, that
we need to close ranks, to throw off the
shackles of worldliness and to assert
unconditional and unapologetic loyalty
to the Church as the divine instrument
through which God saves human souls.
Like the author, I also have breathed
the rarified air and strode the hallowed
halls of Mt. Olympus, i.e. Harvard, and
I am all the more convinced that
worldly learning, uncontrolled by
revealed truth, is a harlot. Particularly
is it the improper lens through which to
interpret and explain God’s work.

David J. Cannon
Washington, D.C.

l ornaon
 -  .SOClatlons

Adjunct Meetings
Meetings dealing with Mormonism
will be held as adjuncts to the annual
meetings of several major scholarly
organizations this fall.
Western History Association: A
session titled "Early Mormons in
California" will feature papers on
"Sam Brannan, Early Mormon," by
Ray Luce, National Register, and "The
Experience of the Mormon Battalion"
by John Yurtinus, Oracle, Arizona.
Commentary will be by Leonard
Arrington. This session will be held in
San Diego, California, October 19.

American Historical Association: An
adjunct session will be held in New
York City, December 28, titled
"Administrative Patterns in Religious
Organization." Papers will be pre-

sented by Leonard J. Arrington and
Ronald K. Esplin, LDS Historical
Department, on "’The Role of the
Council of the Twelve during
Brigham Young’s Presidency," and by
Thomas B. Alexander, Brigham Young
University, on "Collegiality and the
Response of the Mormon Ecclesiastical
Polity." Commenting will be Cath-
erine L. Albanese, Wright State
University, and John Mulder, Prince-
ton Seminary.
American Academy of Religion: A
three hour panel discussion will be
presented under the auspices of the
AAR titled "’Approaches to Mormon
Studies: A Panel Discussion of
Philosophical, Theological, Historical,
Structural, and other Approaches to
Mormon Studies.’" Robert B. Flanders
will moderate with the following
panel: M. Gerald Bradford, University
of California, Santa Barbara; Samuel
S. Hill, Jr., University of Florida; Adele
Brannon McCollum, Montclair State
College; Truman Madsen, Brigham
Young University; Jan Shipps, Indiana-
Purdue at Indianapolis; Gordon
Thomasson, Cornell University. The
meeting will be held at the New York
City Statler Hilton November 18.
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Washington Jeremiad
The July issue of Sojourners, an
evangelical monthly, provides the
following account of a modern
jeremiad:
"’Tyranny doesn’t look so bad when it
kneels in a holy place and is given
respectability by so grand a tribunal as
the Archdiocese of Washington.’
That’s how the Washington Post described
special masses which have been held
over the years for officials of the
Argentine government, a military junta
which has imprisoned thousands and
tortured hundreds for political reasons.
"But something different occurred in
Washington’s St. Matthew’s Cathedral
on May 25 during a mass celebrating
Argentina’s national day. Rev. Sean
O’Malley delivered a homily which
related Scripture and Pope John Paul
II’s thoughts on social justice to the
current brutality of the Videla
government in Buenos Aires. He cited
Jeremiah and referred to Herod’s
slaughter of the innocents.
"The sermon drove the congregation of
300--mostly Argentine military and
embassy officials--from the church.
O’Malley kept to his text during the
mass exodus.
"Outside the church, the military men
damned O’Malley for ’turning a
religious event into a political one.’ The
sermon, however, appeared to have
turned a political event into a religious
one."
Mormons and the Financial Disclosure
Movement
The Mormon Church is "almost
certainly the wealthiest denomination
on a per capita basis"in America,
according to a forthcoming book by
Gordon Well, The Almighty and the
Almighty Dollar. Excerpts of the book
appear in the June issue of Sojourners.
According to Weil, Commissioner of
Business Regulation of the State of
Maine, "no important sect is so reliant
on business income as the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
(LDS)." Citing an Associated Press
estimate, the church ranks among the
nation’s top 50 corporations in total
assets--"those with $2 billion or more."
The AP has estimated the Church’s

Fold
gross business income at $450 million a
year in addition to an estimated $550
million in tax-exempt donations. (For
the details of the Church’s most
recent--1958--disclosure of expendi-
tures, and a description of known
Church investments, see Leonard J.
Arrington and Davis Bitton’s The
Mormon Experience, Knopf, 1979.)

The Church’s well-publicized tithing
policy, and extensive real estate
holdings make it a highly visible target
for advocates of the church financial
disclosure movement. A 1968 CBS
survey indicated that 66% of the
American people believed that "reli-
gious institutions should be required to
report all their property and income."
Without complete disclosure, it is
alleged, it is impossible to tell what
taxable revenues are concealed under
churches’ tax exempt status, or what
other illegal activities are disguised.

In 1975, for instance, investigative
reporters for the Baltimore Sun revealed

that the Pallotine order of the Roman
Catholic church had been used by its
leader to embezzle at least $1.4 million
and to hide another $15 million in
secret bank accounts. The money had
been raised through mailed charity
appeals--as many as a hundred million
letters a year.
The Philanthropic Advisory Service of
the Council of Better Business Bureaus
has established its "Standards for
Charitable Solicitations," to measure
how charitable funds are spent and by
whom, but compliance is often ignored
by church groups and until recently,
legislators have been reluctant to
infringe on church prerogatives.
In 1977 the Roman Catholic Church in
America adopted "Principles and
Guidelines for Fundraising’" for all
church units, including "an appropriate
report of significant financial aspects.’"
But the guildelines fall short of public
disclosure of audits and provisions for
implementation and enforcement are
vague.
Under prodding from Senator Mark
Hatfield, however, evangelicals have
begun to move towards disclosure. In
March 1977, Hatfield met with
representatives from the Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association, World Vision
International, the National Association
of Evangelicals and others. Bluntly,

Peculiar People
by Calvin Grondahl
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Hatfield told them that they had to
accept accountability "and not just to
God." He argued, according to
Sojourners, "that, as stewards, religious
groups must be accountable, especially
to those who often ’make contributions
sacrificially’--the relatively poor people
who are heavy contributors. More
importantly, he warned them that if
religious grodps did not take meaning-
ful voluntary action, government
measures were inevitable."

World Vision International took the
lead and disclosed its $34.7 million
budget for 1977. In 1978 the board of
Robert Schuller’s television ministry
voted to make financial statements
available, and in January 1979 Billy
Graham reversed the stonewalling of
his financial empire, declaring himself
in favor of a law requiring every church
to make its finances public° Two
months later, the Evangelical Council
for Financial Accountability was
formed, representing 1,100 evangelical
groups with 25-30 million followers
and a combined income of $1 billion in
$1978. Each group agreed to make
available to the public audited state-
ments of its finances. Those meeting
standards may use the council’s "seal of
approval" in the. next year’s solicita-
tions. The first "seals of approval" are
to be announced early in 1980, putting
pressure on the National Council of
Churches and the Catholic church to
catch up.

Unlike these groups, the LDS Church
does not make solicitations outside its
own membership, and so is less likely to
receive governmental pressure to
disclose. Given the absence of internal
pressure, it seems likely the Church’s
stewardship will remain accountable
only to God.

Seek Riches
In Learning

New LDS Books
The Polygamy Story: Fiction and Fact
J. Max Anderson
Here at last is a book which separates fact from
fiction! Modern polygamy is shrouded in hearsay
tradition, and undocumented "evidence." This
book sets out the claims of the Fundamentalist
groups, analyzes those claims in detail, and
refutes them one by one. Here is a fascinating
look--the first of its kind--at the roots of present-
day polygamy.                      $4.95

Our Own Society
Daryl V. Hoole
What’s more valuable than a college education?
What organization teaches a woman a diversity of
skills and then challenges her to use them? Relief
Society--or as the author calls it, "our own
society." Examples of giving, caring, helping, and
sharing show how the Relief Society enables
women of every age to develop their potential.
Creative photography by Libby Frech enhances
the message of this book.              $4.50

Born of the Spirit
E. Richard Packham
Like Nicodemus, many have wondered how they
can be born again. From scripture and modern
revelation combined with true experiences, the
author answers this vital question. Baptism,
confirmation and Church activity are not
enough--one must be born of the Spirit.

$4.50

"In God We Trust" Upheld
Atheist Madalyn Murray O’Hair has
failed in her bid to have the Supreme
Court ban "In God We Trust" from all
U.S. coins. Ms. O’Hair contended that
the constitution guarantees freedom
from religion for atheists, as well as
freedom of religion for believers, but
the high court refused to hear her
appeal.

These new books and all other Bookcraft publications
are available wherever LDS books are sold.

1848 West 2300 South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84119
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Mormon Judge and ERA
A motion has been filed by the U.S.
Justice Department to have U.S.
District Judge Marion Callister, based
in Boise, disqualify himself from a case
because he is a Mormon. Judge
Callister, a regional representative of
the LDS Church, is scheduled to hear a
suit filed by Idaho and Arizona against
the General Services Administration
over the Equal Rights Amendment.

The suit is intended to clarify the
constitutionality of the GSA’s power to
not recognize the rescision of ERA
ratification by five states, according to a
recent UPI article. The suit also
challenges Congressional authority to
extend the ERA’s ratification deadline.

Stuart E. Schiffer, an assistant U.S.
attorney general, said in the motion,
"There exists a reasonable question
concerning the ability of the court to
render an impartial decision in this
matter." The motion cites the Church’s
firm opposition to the ERA and last
year’s extension of the ratification
deadline.
National women’s groups have
protested the possibility of the
Mormon judge’s hearing the case.
According to the UPI article, both Judge
Callister and spokesmen for the
Mormon Church have declined to
comment on the motion. But conserva-
tive Mormon congressman George
Hansen of Idaho has blasted what he
calls "blatant apparent religious
bigotry" on the part of the Justice
Department.

"This motion constitutes a reprehen-
sible assault upon the rights of
responsible and active citizens to freely
practice religion without penalty or
abridgement of constitutionally guar-
anteed rights," said Hansen. He further
suggested that the motion might set a
precedent for actions against "’Catho-
lics, Jews, and Protestants" holding
judicial or other offices.

Genealogy and Hemophilia
The genealogical records meticulously
kept by most Utah families and
deposited in the LDS Genealogical
Archive are proving a valuable resource
for medical researchers.

Robert M. Fineman, director of the
University of Utah Medical Center’s
genetics programs, recently announced
that his staff is tracking carriers of
hemophilia using these records. "We
need large, well-defined pedigrees, a
minimum of family migration and
illegitimacy," he reported. The Church
records are ideal.

University of Utah scientists say
hemophilia in Utahns can now be
traced to its source--pioneer women
who settled in the state in the mid to
late 1800s.

Mormon Dancer Dies
Sally Rand, whose fan dance scandal-
ized visitors at the 1933 World’s fair in
Chicago, died August 31 at age 75. A
convert to Mormonism, her funeral
was held in an LDS ward house in
Glendale, California.

She entered show business as a child,
appearing in circuses and later in silent
films, but her appearance at the
Chicago World’s Fair brought her
national recognition. In 1934 she
scandalized St. Louis with a Lady
Godiva horseback ride. "It was my form
of social protest," she said according to
the UPI story covering her death.
"People were starving during those
depression days and here the aristocra-
tic women were spending a thousand
dollars for a dress to go to a party."

She appeared at fairs, nightclubs, and
on the burlesque stage. At age 61 she
was arrested for dancing nude behind

the five-foot ostrich fan which became
her trademark. She celebrated her
seventieth birthday with a fan dance at
the Los Angeles Music Center and was
still performing such rousing songs as
"You Gotta Get a Gimmick" from the
musical "Gypsy" last October.

She had joined the Mormon Church in
June 1978, baptized by her son Sean
who had joined the Church at her
urging.

Zero Population Growth
The Salt Lake City chapter of Zero
Population Growth recently released a
pamphlet titled "Zero Population
Growth and Mormon Doctrine’"
written "by Mormons for Mormons."
The pamphlet attempts to resolve the
differences between scientists (popula-
tion growth must ultimately cease
because global resources are limited)
and Church leaders (if possible a couple
¯ should have a large family) with a
lengthy discussion of the doctrine of
priesthood infallibility.

Historic Structures
The Hotel Utah was recently placed on
the National Register of Historic
Places. Built between 1909 and 1911 in
the modern Italian Renaissance style of
the day, the hotel is owned by the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. Recent expansion of the hotel
did not damage the exterior integrity of
the structure since the original molds
were used to duplicate ornate exterior
details.

Also slated for restoration is the
historic Mormon Fort in downtown Las
Vegas. The state of Nevada will add
$60,000 in state funds to a $40,000
federal grant to refurbish the adobe
structure, the only remnant of the
larger fort built by Mormon settlers in
the 1850s. The fort will then become a
museum.

On a sadder note, the Utah State
Historic and Cultural Sites Review
Committee made a formal recommen-
dation in June to the Keeper of the
National Register of Historic Places
that the Logan temple be removed from
the Register. During recent moderniza-
tion by the Church, the entire historic
interior of the building was removed
and totally replaced with modern
fixtures and furnishings. The arbore-
tum surrounding the building was also
torn out to provide for expanded
parking. The final decision by the
National Register is still pending.

Teenage Suicide Rate
The suicide rate among Utah teenagers
has led the national average and
consistently increased over the past 15
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years according to an article by Douglas
D. Palmer of the Deseret News.
Quoting Utah Bureau of Health
statistics, the suicide rate among Utah
males aged 15 to 19 compared to
national averages was as follows:

1963-1967, Utah 9.2 per 100,000
population, national 6.1; 1968-1972,
Utah 12.8, national 8.8; 1978-1977,
Utah 16.1, national 12.2.

The corresponding rates for women in
the same age groups were:

1963-1967, Utah 2.1, national 1.9;
1968-1972, Utah 3.4, national 2.9;
1973-1977, Utah 4.1, national 2.9.

Women’s Rights
Ezra Taft Benson, president of the
Quorum of the Twelve Apostles,
recently spoke to a gathering in Los
Angeles and said that women have
been "elected" by God to be mothers
and homemakers.
He cautioned women against entering
jobs in the business world where their
"godly attributes are diminished and
they acquire a quality of sameness with
man." He maintained that "more often
than not the demand for equality
means the destruction of the inspired
arrangement that God has decreed for
man, woman, and the family."
President Benson praised the example
of Susanna Wesley, mother of 19
children and wife of Methodist church
founder John Wesley, saying that
raising her children "required the skill,
competence, intelligence, and ingenuity
far above any career, and in the eternal
perspective is the essence of glorious
fulfillment.’"

As if in counterpoint, Washington Post
reporter Judy Mann (August 10, 1979)
profiled Sonia Johnson, chair of
Mormons for ERA, and her persistent
support for the ERA despite consistent
Church counsel that ERA is a moral
issue, that it will destroy the family,
and that members of the Church
should fight against it. "’The minute I
heard that letter," recalls Mrs. Johnson,
"I just said to myself this is not true. I
cannot go along with that." But her
struggle, she confessed, has not been
easy. Her own parents have been
ostracised because of their daughter’s
outspoken crusade, and many others
who have spoken out in support of
women’s rights have likewise suffered.

"I love these women in my church,"
says the mother of four and fifth
generation Mormon who lives in
Sterling, Virginia. "I can’t tell you how
much I’m one of them. One of the risks
I run all the time is that I will become
estranged from them, but I just feel I

have to do this for their sake, for my
daughter’s sake, for my mother’s sake."

Besides demonstrating the role of the
Mormon Church in the anti-ERA fight
and dramatically highlighting support
by some Mormons for the amendment,
Mrs. Johnson emphasized that an
important goal of her organization is to
establish a dialogue with the leadership
of the Church, a dialogue which has not
yet materialized. "’The leaders of our
church won’t talk to us.. There is no
dialogue on this subject in the Church
except through the newspapers. It’s not
the healthy way."

In a recent article in the Front Page
section of Utah Holiday Magazine
(September 1979), Linda Sillitoe
reviewed reasons for this note of
sadness in Mrs. Johnson’s comments in
the Post interview. She had received
notice just prior to the interview with
Judy Mann that she would not be
allowed to meet with President Kimball
during his projected trip east in
September or during Mrs. Johnson’s
visit to General Conference in October.
Because, she was told through her
regional representative Don Ladd, they
each "understand the other’s position"
and have "nothing to say to each
other."

President Kimball’s personal reactions
to the controversy on women’t rights
were the focus of the Utah Holiday
article which detailed the background
behind the interview by AP reporters
David Briscoe and William C. Wertz
with President Kimball in early June.
President Kimball’s views were not

encouraging to supporters of the
women’s movement. In the interview
he said that a woman who asks for
"authority to do everything that a man
can do and change the order and go and
do men’s work instead of bearing
children--she’s just off her base."

When pressed on the subject of people
who do not go along with Church
pronouncements such as the one on the
ERA, he said, "He should be very
careful. For instance on ERA, if the
Church is opposed to it because it is
immoral, then he ought to be very, very
careful.., because the Church is led by
strong men and able men.., so we feel
that we are in a position to lead them
properly."
According to the Utah Holiday article
David Briscoe’s personal impression
after the interview was that the
"homosexual issue" is a major factor in
President Kimball’s opposition.

Linda Sillitoe’s article also explored the
impact that such strict interpretations
by the prophet would have on women
who have been persistently hoping that
his personal views would be more
understanding of personal dilemmas. In
addition to Sonia Johnson’s Mormons
for ERA, the article also describes the
efforts of a group of older women who
supported the ERA "as good Mormons"
for years and have attempted to
correspond with President Kimball
regarding their sudden alienation on
the issue. The article ends on a somber
note with the bared feelings of one
woman, "Sometimes I feel like a
motherless child!"
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GENESIS
Without the form we should take,
We lie here--
Darkness upon our faces.
Divided to be together--
Like an island we could swim to;
Ungathered in one place.
Beginning, as in the beginning,
Each after his kind;
Every day as good as the first day.
Plunging, soaring,
Creeping with all creeping things
To this abundance,
This breathing into nostrils the breath
Of life. Making it now,
In our own image, after our likeness.

R. A. Christmas

R. A. CHRISTMAS is a former Chairman of the English Departmentat Southern Utah State College. He
received his Ph.D. at Stanford where he studied poetry with Ivor Wintors. He presently lives in the Los
Angeles area.
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Ephraim E. Erickson
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I n his personality, Joseph Smith possessed two attri-
butes of mind. The one made him responsive to the
changing processes of his environment, to the novel

ideas about man, his physical, moral, and spiritual nature;
the other was an interest in old ideas and social traditions
stimulated by reading the Bible, the Old Testament in
particular. The one caused his youthful imagination to
look into the future to predict coming events; the other led
him to turn to the remote past, its history, mythology,
traditions, institutions--magnifying the ideas of all the
patriarchs, priests, and prophets of the Ancient Hebrews.
Out of the one he developed the dynamic and creative
spirit of the prophet; out of the other, the conservative and
the authoritative qualities of the priest. These two direc-
tions of his interests and imagination, conflicting and

"~ r. Ephriam E. Ericksen, prominent University of Utah
L~ professor of philosophy, developed early the ability to analyze
ana examine the stress inherent in ~dormon theology and doctrine.
Serving for a number of years during the 193 Os on the Mutual
Improvement Association General Board, his remarks bear an
authenticity born of personal experience and deeply felt involvement.
This essay is Ericksen’s address, "Priesthood and Philosophy,’"
delivered before the Utah Academy of Arts and Sciences
and later published in the Utah Academy Proceedings, Vol. 34
{I 948-49); the address in its entirety is reprinted in this issue of
Sunstone.

contradictory as they were, did not disturb him. He had
within himself the vision of the prophet and the wisdom
and authority of the high-priest. As prophet, he was
revelator, a writer of new scripture. As a high-priest he
was the authoritative interpreter of the scripture, and
president of his Church.

These two facets of his personality and thinking have
become deeply embedded in the institutions of the Church
and in the mind of his people. The tension between these
two principles (the prophetic and the priestly), the dynamic
and the conservative, the inspiration toward the new and
the stabilizing and the authoritative power of the old,
constitutes the problem of twentieth century Mormon-
ism. Herewith lies its strength as also its limitations and its
frustrations.

Through the period of the 500 years before Christ,
rituals and religious ceremonials surpassed in emphasis
that of the prophetic. That period of religious "thought and
feeling" was introduced by Ezekiel and its religious culture
is known as Judaism. It is of special importance in the study
of the priestly philosophy of Mormonism because of
similarities in doctrines. Ezekiel and Joseph Smith placed
rituals and morals side by side and of equal spiritual value.
This was in clear opposition to the teachings of the higher
prophets and of Jesus. It was a dangerous precedent for the
Mormons no less than for the Ancient Jews. Through the
five hundred years B.C. the ceremonial and the priestly
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philosophy gained ascendence over that of the prophetic,
until even the greatest of the prophets were as voices from
the wilderness.

In Mormonism today, although the ethical (the prophet-
ic aspects of its religion) has some voice, the "priestly
school of thought" is dominant and so stresses ritual that
morality would appear to be relatively unimportant. In
fact, ethics is sometimes referred to as "merely ethics."

Joseph Smith, like Ezekiel, was a curious mixture of the
priestly and the prophetic. Both men may well be called
"priest in the prophet’s mantle." As prophets, each initiated
a new religious movement, and as priests each gave his
religion a stabilizing ritual, and fixed institutions and
doctrines. Each established a social order in which "holi-
ness" became attached to all its phases, its priestly func-
tions, its ceremonials, and places of worship. "Zion build-
ing" and "temple building" were great objectives of the
"ancient" as well as of the"modern Prophet.’Joseph Smith
said that he was a "high priest, like unto Moses," and yet he
must have learned more from Ezekiel. Certainly, we know
more about Ezekiel and his time than we do of the
prehistoric Moses.

Ezekiel, the ancient prophet and priest, speaking for his
God, said: "On that day I swore to them that I would bring
them out of the land of Egypt into the land that I had
searched out for them, land flowing with milk and honey,
the most glorious of all lands." (Ezekiel, 20:6)

Joseph Smith, the Mormon prophet, said: "We believe in
the literal gathering of Israel and in the restoration of the
Ten Tribes. That Zion will be built upon this (American)
continent..." (Tenth Article of Faith)

His was not an ideal of a heavenly order as pictured by
some Christians, but an ideal order to be established on
earth as was the case with the Jewish priests.

And I hold forth and deign to give unto you greater
riches, even a land of promise, a land flowing with milk
and honey, upon which there shall be no curse when the
Lord cometh:

And I will give it to you for a land of your inheritance
if you seek with all your heart.

And this shall be my covenant with you, ye shall have
it for the land of your inheritance, and for the inheri-
tance of your children forever, while the earth shall
stand, and ye shall possess it again in eternity, no more
to pass away. (D. & C. 38:18-20)
The two prophetic-priests expressed in common anoth-

er great ideal principle.
Ezekiel writes: "The son shall not suffer for the iniquity

of the father, nor the father suffer for the iniquity of the
son; the righteousness of the righteous shall be upon
himself, and the wickedness of the wicked shall be upon
himself." (Ezekiel 18:20)

Joseph Smith in the Second Article of Faith declares: "We
believe that men will be punished for their own sins and
not for Adam’s transgression."

O
Priesthood as Philosophy

ur interest here is not in titles that men may
carry in the order of priestly authority, nor in
the office one may hold in an ecclesiastical

system. We are concerned with priesthood as a philoso-
phy of life and of religion, and particularly as it is
distinguished from the prophetic which is also here
regarded as a philosophy. A man may be called a high
priest and yet have neither the wisdom nor strength of
that high office. He may be called prophet and yet have
none of the appropriate mental qualities. Incidentally, it
may be admitted also that the name philosopher does not
make a man philosophical. Clothes do not make the man;
nor titles make a thinker.

But we must be on our guard. To speak of priesthood as
a philosophy may annoy the prophets in Mormonism, and
outrage its high priests. And it may, I fear, likewise
trouble the local philosophers.

In recent years the leaders in Mormonism have written
many books, a few of which are prophetic and prospective
in tone, but the many are priestly and retrospective. The
standards of truth as well as of righteousness are deeply
rooted in the traditions of ancient scripture. In the present
decade two books of paramount significance for our
purpose are Gospel Ideals by President David O. McKay and
Man, His Origin and Destiny by President Joseph Fielding
Smith of the Council of the Twelve. The one is written in
the prophetic, the other in the priestly spirit and philo-
sophy. The one points toward the future and emphasizes
the ideals that should govern the people in matters of
education, social welfare, and moral conduct, and in their
missionary activities at home and abroad. The other
stresses points of doctrine, right beliefs, correct rituals,
obedience to the laws of God as essential to salvation.
President McKay makes use of the New Testament and
particularly the teachings of Christ; but he draws also
from literature of many sources, including the writings of
Emerson and William James, as well as from the standard
works of the Church. Especially he uses those of ethical
character. President Joseph Fielding Smith makes use of
the material of the Old Testament and such material of
the New Testament as treats theological doctrine and
rituals. In the interpretation of the scripture, ancient and
"modern," and in definition of orthodox ideas, God’s
commandments, he is priest, par excellence. His standard
of truth is "the whole truth," no "half truth," his concep-
tion of righteousness is the "keeping of God’s command-
ments," including all the required rituals. Interpretation
and evaluation of any of these are not for man but for
God, through the higher order of the priesthood.

The priestly philosophy of Mormonism presents an
invitation to a form of knowledge that is supposedly more
dependable, certainly less difficult, and more enjoyable
than the slow and laborious efforts of science and philo-
sophy. We are taught through the priesthood that, since
there can be no conflict between truth revealed from
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heaven and truth revealed through the research of man,
we should be humble and prayerful and accept the truth
revealed directly--truth that requires no mediating theo-
ries that change from time to time, but that, on the
contrary, is eternally true. (Smith, Joseph Fielding, Man,
His Origin and Destiny, p. 1). Read the scripture and follow
the instruction of men high in the priesthood and the
greatest truths of God, of the origin of the world, and
man’s life and destiny are reliably obtained. If the Old
Testament is unclear on some of these great issues we
need only read the Book of Mormon, the Doctrine and
Covenants, or the Pearl of Great Price. If there are
problems that still remain, we may with confidence wait
for new revelations that will come through God’s ser-
vants.

Law and the Priesthood

~ o be a good man, according to the priestly philoso-
|phy, means to keep God s commandments, all of
.~. them, without distinction or attempt at evaluation.
This position has been clearly and authoritatively expres-
sed by President J. Reuben Clark, Jr.

We may not choose the particular thing that we like
and ignore everything else, nor submerge nor subdue
it .... We may not, I repeat, say to ourselves, nor to one
another, that this is the important thing or that is the
important thing, the others being non-essential or
unessential. We have no right to draw distinctions and
differences among the commandments of God... I do
not read anywhere that the Lord has given to us,
individually, the right to say which is the most impor-
tant. We should seek to keep all of the commandments.
I repeat in the language of today, the Gospel is ’one
package.’" (Annual Conference, April 1955, pp. 10-11)

President Stephen L. Richards endorses the stand taken
by President Clark that the "power and blessing" of the
Holy Priesthood which we bear depend upon the "keeping
of all the commandments .... not a few" but then adds: "I
look upon the priesthood as an instrumentality of service"
to one’s family and to his fellowmen. And "the more it is
used the more potent it becomes within the service of the
Lord who ministers under the power of the Holy Priest-
hood." (Ibid., p. 12).

President Clark and President Richards were trained in
law and tend strongly toward the legalistic interpretation
of religion, a philosophy not unlike that of the Ancient
Jewish priestly point of view. Unlike the prophetic spirit,
that is spontaneous and creative, the priestly philosophy
leaves little room for freedom of choice or for the individ-
ual’s own judgment and evaluation. One either obeys the
commandment of God (the law) or disobeys it. This is
simple and practical from the standpoint of the judge
administering the law, and for the man who holds the
higher priesthood and speaks for God; but for one who

lives in America in the twentieth century and believes
sincerely that he himself has a responsibility, not only in
observing the law but in the evaluation of the law--for
him, it is undemocratic and non-American, as a philo-
sophy of ethics.

Because of the long history and extensive use of the
terms "priestly" and "prophetic," they have become am-
biguous, and a brief clarification of their meanings at this
stage may be essential. I am using them in the contrasting
sense. For instance:

1. Both the priest and the prophet have religious
functions; but the one conserves the acquired social
values, while the other advances higher ideals and modi-
fies existing institutions in the light of new conditions.

2. The priests are concerned with rituals and beliefs,
the prophets with moral living and with ethical principles.

3. The priests turn to the past for religious and moral
authority. The prophet thinks in terms of the present and
of future possibilities. For the one the Lord has spoken,
for the other the Lord is speaking.

4. With the priests, unity and conformity are the major
concerns. With the prophets, it is personal initiative and
social reconstruction.

5. The priests are intolerant toward those scientists
and philosophers whose thinking and generalizations
appear to disturb the established institutions and beliefs.
The prophets are concerned with the intellectual proces-
ses only as they effect moral living and ethical ideals.

6. Human conduct is judged right or wrong by the
priest in terms of the law and the sacred books. The
prophet does this also but is especially concerned with the
effect of ideas and conduct on human beings. "The
Sabbath is for man, not man for the Sabbath."

7. The priests are concerned with their own group and
with the peculiar doctrine of the Church. The prophet will
stress the universals in morals and religious faith.

8. The priest reads only the sacred scripture. The
prophet finds the will of God expressed by the great poets,
the educators, and the philosophers.

Religious traditions deserve attention only in so far as
they influence our culture, favorably or unfavorably. If
they as rudiments of thought or standards of behavior
advance clear thinking and better social and personal
conduct, they may well be regarded as sacred and carefully
conserved. But if they stand in the way of intellectual and
moral advancement they should be critically examined.
And here is one of the major functions of philosophy.

Those who believe that philosophy as a critical process
of thought has a role to play in our civilization will readily
recognize its function in connection with the priestly
traditions in our religious community. The way in which
these traditions affect our religious and moral thinking is
all too obvious, but why they do is not so easy to
understand. Each would justify a lengthy treatment but
here we need merely state them as propositions that
deserve study.
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1. Sacred books, which presume to provide the most
reliable information about man, his nature, his orig~n, and
the world in which he lives, and which are presumed to
have been written more than two thousand years ago in a
manner which gives them an authority and finality that
shuts out all criticism as irreverentNsuch books stand in
the way of progressive change morally no less than
intellectually. Why do they continue their hold upon
men’s minds? I submit one answer: because, in the
religious community in which we live, it is morally right to
believe, and morally wrong to doubt.

2. In the priestly philosophy of Mormonism as of
Ancient Judaism, rituals and morals are regarded of equal
importance, with the effect that rituals and ceremonies
tend to become ends in themselves, rather than means to
moral and social purposes. Why does this take place? My
answer, again briefly and probably dogmatically: rituals
and ceremonies are psychologically more attractive, more
God-like, not so commonplace as "mere ethics."

3. Moral laws are regarded as legalistic commandments
rather than as ethical principles, which are creations of
reflective thought. The priestly emphasis on the virtues
of obedience and humility may be responsible for this
limitation of the ethical thinking.

4. The eschatological and the apocalyptic interpreta-
tion of the physical and historical, the final ending of all
things, and the faith in miracles has tended to discourage
scientific effort and confuse common sense. This type of
thinking continues probably because it requires less study
and scientific devotion.

5. Narrow and exclusive attitude toward one’s own
group and an unsympathetic attitude toward outside
groups. This, I suspect, is an emotional holdover from the
days of intense conflict with non-Mormon groups in
Missouri and Illinois.

Making the priestly philosophy available for objective
and critical examination encounters many difficulties.
There is the difficulty of obtaining not only a perspective
that will include the ancient Jewish traditions and the new
interpretations added by the priestly leadership in Mor-
monism, but also one that will include all religious con-
cepts with their traditional background, and the religious
concepts growing out of the scientific spirit in contempor-
ary life. Even such basic terms as prophet, priesthood,
revelation, commandment, carry diverse meaning making
it necessary to pause in our discussion for"station identi-
fication’Nto make sure whether one is talking to a priest
or a prophet; whether the source of the revelation is from
the God of Heaven or the God of the moral conscience;
whether the "commandment" comes from without or
from within.

These are not mere academic inquiries. They concern

the clarity or confusion in thought about the values of life,
the moral and the religious. For example, let us take the
term "faith" which is constantly employed in priestly
philosophy and the term "intellectual integrity" employed
in the treatment of proper behavior in scientific and
philosophic discussion and inquiry. In the realm where
the priesthood dominates, a good man is a man of faith,
who humbly and uncritically accepts the fundamental
beliefs of his Church. Feeling may be the better judge of
truth and error, than is reason. In the realm of scientific
inquiry, such an approach to any vital problem is not only
misleading and dangerous, but for this very reason is, in
spirit, morally wrong. Faith, as well as all other priestly
concepts, must be redefined in the light of the realistic
temper of today and in terms of future realistic possibili-
ties. Without such precaution, communication between
the priest and the philosopher breaks down and criticism
on an objective basis becomes meaningless.

Briefly then to treat objectively the priestly philosophy
requires criticism and exposure of its meaning and limita-
tions in the light of the age and culture in which it serves
to influence thought and behavior. The priestly culture
has served as a stabilizing factor, conserving values and
maintaining a unity of purpose in community life. Because
it was not intellectually critical, the priestly philosophy
tends to overemphasize non-moral matters to the neglect
of the moral, the past to the neglect of the present and
future. This called forth the criticism of the more spiritual
and creative thinking and idealizing of the prophets.
Working together, these two agencies developed and
conserved for our modern life a great heritage. The
Mormon community has accepted and elaborated the
priestly institutions and traditions but appears to have
neglected the critical and creative contributions of the
higher prophets. The priestly spirit appears to have
swallowed so much of the Ancient beliefs and philoso-
phies that it has little or no stomach for such ideas as the
"historical sense," "the genetic development," of moral
ideals, the "evolution of man" and of social institutions, all
of which concepts are essential to the American way of life
of the twentieth century. The Mormon community has
priests by the hundreds of thousands, but few prophets;
and with few exceptions, their prophets have been more
priestly in their philosophy than prophetic. It needs more
prophets of the kind that can and are willing to employ the
modern tools of thought and to employ ethical standards
that are adequate to the age of science and democracy.
Such prophets will not underestimate the spiritual contri-
butions of the eighth, seventh, and sixth centuries B.C.,
nor will they disregard the priestly conception of religion
that developed during and after the Exile, with its loyalty,
courage, and devotion to its people and institutions.
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LOWELL L. TO E. E. ERICKSEN’S

O O D
P H Y

M ax Weber, Germany’s great sociologist, wrote
extensively on the sociology of religion. A master at

creating terminology which gave perspective to complex
fields of human experience, Weber first developed the
concepts of prophet and priest. Whether Dr. Ericksen based
his discussion on Weber’s concepts or arrived at them
independently, I do not know. In either instance, prophet
and priest are fruitful concepts in the analysis of religious
leadership.

A prophet is an innovator, a voice of thunder, demanding
(in the name of God) conformance to ethical and humane
principles. He is often a critic of established religious
practices if they substitute for righteous living in human
relations. Amos, Micah, Isaiah, and Jeremiah provide classic
models of the prophetic spirit.

A priest, by contrast, translates the revelations and
idealism of the prophet into established doctrine, scripture,
rules of conduct, rituals and leadership roles. The priest is
the conservator of religion. Without his function, religion
might well die with the founder or the second generation of
disciples.

Professor Ericksen, with his commitment to scientific
and philosophical inquiry, naturally feels a closer affinity for
the prophetic spirit of religion with its call for change and
reform based on ethical insight. Ericksen is understandably
critical of the authoritative and dogmatic role of the priest
which is anathema to the philosophical mind. In my judg-

ment he underestimates the important function performed
by the priest. Religion is essentially a social phenomenon
binding people together in their quest for certainty and
security in an existence which is characterized by neither
except by the leap of faith or the presence of hope. Ritual,
traditions, songs, prayers, history, and beliefs sustain relig-
ious groups more than the dynamic thrusts of the prophets,
precious as the latter are, and essential as they are to the
clarification and preservation of religion in its essence.

Dr. Ericksen makes an interesting observation when he
recognizes that Joseph Smith and Ezekiel combined ele-
ments of both prophet and priest in their ministeries. This is
true of all religious leaders to some degree. Prophet and
priest are logical constructs, type-concepts, whereas flesh
and blood prophets and priests may have elements of both
types, some more prophetic and some more priestly. In fact,
the pristine Gospel as revealed in the New Testament and
the Restored Gospel contain the seed-bed of both the
priestly and the prophetic emphasis in religion.

Philosophy is neither priestly nor prophetic in temper-
ament but a critical, rational, objective effort to describe
phenomena and their implications as they exist in reality.
Some religionists, insecure in their faith, may take offense
at Dr. Ericksen’s critique of the priestly role. I personally
find it helpful to look at religion through the eyes of a
congenial critic who had great appreciation for the religion
which contributed so richly to what he was.
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CARLISLE HUNSAKER’S RESPONSE TO E.E. ERICKSEN’S

P R I E
P H I L

O O D
P H Y

D ather despair in complexity andthan the face of
|’~, tension which history and experience teach are a fact

~ ~.of life, men often take refuge in what Walter
Kaufmann has referred to as Manichaeism--thinking in
black and white. The appeal of such a course is due to the
fact that it reduces the most baffling issues to a simple
"either-or" choice, one choice completely good and the
other completely evil.

To thus polarize issues is to deny the intensity and
delight of the full spectrum of life’s color and to create
enemies out of those who should be striving toward a
creative and workable synthesis of differing--though not
necessarilymexclusive viewpoints. One of the character-
istics of the spiritually mature individual is his acceptance
of the creative tension that results from reconciling
complimentary opposites in workable harmony. The dif-
ficulty of achieving such balance is eloquently elaborated in
the following anonymous passage:

Men undertake to be spiritual, and they become ascetic;
or endeavoring to hold a liberal view of the comforts and
pleasures of society, they are soon buried in the world,
and slaves to its fashions; or, holding a scrupulous watch
to keep out every particular sin, they become legal, and
fall out of liberty; or, charmed with the noble and
heavenly liberty, they run to negligence and irrespon-
sible living; so the earnest become violent, the fervent
fanatical and censorious, the gentle waver, the firm turn
bigots, the liberal grow lax, the benevolent ostentatious.
Poor human infirmity can hold nothing steady. Where
the pivet of righteousness is broken, the scales must
needs slide off their balance.1

The strength to be found in those few who rise above
such human infirmity is expressed in the following words:

To outgrow the past, but not to extinguish it;
To be progressive, but not raw;
To be free, but not mad;
To be critical, but not sterile
To be expectant, but not deluded;
To hear, amidst the clamor, the pure, deep
tones of the spirit.

Win. L. Sullivan2

An issue which illustrates the difficulty of coping with
complexity has to do with the conflict between two
religious emphasesmthe priestly and the prophetic.
Debate between the two has taken a central position in
the history of religious thought; it is of no less concern to
Mormon thinkers.

Dr. Ephriam E. Ericksen was one of those sensitive to
the strains of this issue in the Church, and proved
himself an able and compelling spokesman for those

who lament what they regard to be an obvious decline,
within the Church, of the prophetic emphasis.

For those who are unfamiliar with the terms as they
are employed here, it must be pointed out that the
conflict is not between two particular offices, i.e. the
Prophet and a priest, what is being debated are two
religious viewpoints represented by the respective
terms. Ericksen recognized the difficulty of semantics,
"Because of the long history and extensive use of the
terms ’priestly" and ’prophetic’ they have become am-
biguous, and a brief clarification of their meanings at
this stage may be essential." He then proceeded to
illustrate his use of the terms in a contrasting, though
not mutually exclusive sense.

In order to evaluate Ericksen’s point of view we must
understand his juxtaposition of the two emphases
under consideration. Rather than to merely reproduce
his effort in this regard, I have prepared a schema of.my
own, (see sidebar) though I realize the risk of misrepre-
senting his point of view. This schema reveals an open,
creative, self-initiated, this-worldly stance versus a
prescribed, literalist, and other-worldly alternative.

On the basis of such a comparison, I must declare my
full agreement with Ericksen’s contention that "the
Mormon community has accepted and elaborated the
priestly institutions and traditions but appears to have
neglected the critical and creative contributions of the
prophetic." My agreement is founded on the following
observations:

1. My perusal of the books published by the two
companies specializing in LDS materials suggests that
the general bias corresponds rather well with the
priestly side of the schema. Hugh Nibley worries about
"...books in the Church which bring little new in the
way of knowledge; truisms, and platitudes, kitsch, and
cliches have become over everyday diet."3
2. Teaching youth, I discover that most young people
express attitudes and concepts fostered in their homes
and by Church programs that are priestly in emphasis.
3. Priesthood and Sunday School manuals seem to
encourage the same viewpoints. The proliferation of
manuals itself indicates an increasing formalization,
institutionalization and uniformity.
4. An all-too-evident unthinking resignation to any
authority characterizes the lives of many church mem-
bers.
5. Many of the Church programs seem to be entertain-
ing and diversionary in their emphasis rather than
focusing on important individual and social needs to be
met.
6. Much emphasis is phced on the rituals and other
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requirements requisite to exaltation at the near exclu-
sion of concern with having a positive impact in the
world today.

In contending that the above six trends are quite
pronounced in the Church, I echo Ericksen’s suggestion
that "the Mormon community has priests by the hundreds
and thousands, but few prophets; and with few exceptions,
their prophets have been more priestly in their philosophy
than prophetic." In so stating, however, we are referring
here not to Church leaders per se but to an attitudinal
stance which seems apparent in the general membership.

Too, Ericksen is not advocating the prophetic in lieu of
the priestly. He warned that we should not "disregard the
priestly conception of religion that developed during and
after the exile, with its loyalty, courage, and devotion to its
people and institutions." Mormons, like Jews, have had and
may yet have our own times of exile and threats from alien
influences which require the priestly defense. Neverthe-
less, it is a workable harmony between the priestly and
prophetic which Ericksen sees as most critical: "The
priestly culture has served as a stabilizing factor, conserv-
ing values and maintaining a unity of purpose in commun-
ity life. Because it was not intellectually critical, the priestly
philosophy tends to overemphasize non-moral matters to
the neglect of the moral, the past to the neglect of the
present and future. This called forth the criticism of the
more spiritual and creative thinking and idealizing of the
prophets. Working together (emphasis added) these two
agencies developed and conserved for our modern life a
great heritage." Each individual must be both priest and
prophet; institutions need both the priestly and the
prophetic. The varied circumstances of modern living
demand a conservatism but one which provides a defense
against real threats to real values and a liberalityborn not of
a lackadaisical permissiveness and irresponsibility but of a
desire to hold oneself transformable before new knowl-
edge and new possibilities.

Ericksen’s concern and my own, however, is that there
seems to be an imbalance, heavily on the side of the priestly.
This is particularly disturbing given our unique LDS vision
of man’s potential, our faith that the heavens are still very
much open to questing minds and hearts, and our belief
that man at his best is characterized by spiritual audacity
born of a fascination with images of possibility. Further-
more, a disciple never comes into his own if he is armed only
with handbooks, manuals, rules, and directives. He must
adapt these "tools" to the needs of the moment and live by
the forward driving logic of promise and expectation.
Answers given to questions raised in former times often do
not speak specifically to the particular situation we face,
and when they do not, it is a tragedy if we do nothing
because the procedure or program has not been spelled out
for us. Modern scriptures remind us, "It is not meet that I
should command in all things, for he that is compelled in all
things, the same is a slothful and not a wise servant." (D&C
58:26) Brigham Young expressed the prophetic point of
view when he said in 1861, "for man is organized by his

Creator to act perfectly independently of all influences
there are above or beneath...It is ordained of God that we
should act independently in and of ourselves, and the good
is present when we need it."4 Said Joseph Smith, "I advise
you to go on to perfection and search deeper and deeper
into the mysteries of Godliness...It has always been my
province to dig up hidden mysteries, new things, for my
hearers."s

What is there in Mormon theology that encourages
initiative and creativity and therefore the prophetic em-
phasis? Many things. I wish to mention two. The nature of
man, as revealed by the Gospel, is essentially expansive;
our embryonic capacities cry out for realization and full
employment. B. H. Roberts bore witness to such a drive

" hwhen he said, Growt , enlargement, expansion for his
whole nature in its intellectual, moral, spiritual, and social
demands are what (man’s) soul calls for; and systems of
theology that rise not to the level of these hopes are
unworthy of man’s attention."6 Our theology declares
confidently that for man to aspire to godhood is not only
not heretical, it is in fact the very fulfillment of man’s
purpose. Such a view obviously demands more than simply
following a set of rules. Mortality was meant to be the
matrix of growth, rather than "...merely repetitive, with
the same old needs being mechanically satisfied in the same
old ways."7 Creative choice, the exercise of one’s own will is
essential to this view of life and in direct conflict with
timidity and passivity. One cannot acquiesce; one must
actively choose. Again, "men should be anxiously engaged in a
good cause and do many things of their own free will...for
the power is in them." (D&C 58: 27-28)

The second aspect of Mormon thought that encourages
creativity and initiative is the pluralism of Mormon meta-
physics. This idea is based on a rejection of the ex nihilo
doctrine of creation. We believe man to be an intelligent
being, co-existent with God, uncreated by Him. Orson
Pratt said, "The materials out of which this world was
formed are just as eternal as the materials of the glorious
personage of the Lord himself."8 Joseph Smith was em-
phatic as to the necessary existence of intelligences:"But if I
am right, I might with boldness proclaim from the house-
tops that God never did have the power to create the spirit
(intelligences) of man at all...Intelligence exists upon a self-
existent principle, it is spirit from age to age and there is no
creation about it."9

The implications of such ideas are significant. Accep-
tance of a pluralistic metaphysics entails the rejection of the
absolutist view of God seen in traditional Christian
thought. If God is not man’s creator, if man is external to
and independent of God, then all that occurs is not
necessarily attributable to Him. Thereupon, man assumes
the dignified and demanding role of God’s partner in
bringing about the ends toward which they both strive.
(Man is admittedly the junior partner but a partner
nonetheless.) God requires the free consent of man’s will,
and man’s choices make a difference in the scheme of
things; there must be a pooling of human and divine
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Man is not s}’ adow-boxing stay i.t-t
shape, ar’d his primary task in wor|d

folkwv n Jes stay ot!t of mischief°

energies. Obviously, the importance of man’s active choi-
ces is increased in this view. He is not shadow-boxing to
stay in shape, and his primary task in this world is not to
follow rules and stay out of mischief.

In this context, life in this world becomes open-ended
and venturesome. There is much that is inevitable. A word
like"creativity" takes on a different meaning. Where God is
absolute and all is determined by Him, creativity is
employed only in.the fulfillment of assigned tasks that
contribute to the achievement of predetermined ends. On
the other hand, if God and man are co-partners, creative
efforts are involved in making contributions toward the
determination of ends itself. Said Ordway Tead,"creativity
is...an indispensable quality of a full and rich personality...
It almost seems true that we are as we are creative."~0

What if every member of the Church were thoroughly
convinced of his divine worth, of his partnership with God
in an open-ended, anything-is-possible universe? What
would be the outcome?

Parley A. Christensen, well-known essayist and BYU
faculty member for thirty-eight years prior to his death in
1968, wrote of precisely this possibility:

"If Jesus could help men to find in their world a God who
is indeed an all-wise and loving Father, if he could help
them to discover in one another common qualities and
latent powers of infinite worth, then he could do more
than statesmen with social programs had ever done, or
ever could do, because then all the social inequalities, the
injustices and the brutalities among men would tend to
disappear. Man’s inhumanity to man cannot exist
where men really love and respect one another. In a
society conscious of God as a Father to be loved and
worshipped, and of fellowmen as brothers to be loved
and respected, slavery, sex discrimination, cruelty to
children, perversions of justice, intemperance, exploita-
tion of the underpriviledged, and war with all its
attending evils would naturally disappear. Not perhaps
without leadership, but in such a society the necessary
leadership would always be at hand. Leaders schooled in
the principles and ideals of the Kingdom of God would
inevitably apply those ideals and principles to the
solution of the problems of the kingdom of men. Jesus’
task therefore, was to provide the mental and spiritual
soil and climate congenial to the germination and
growth of the leadership that the world needs.’q~

It is this prophetic vision that E. E. Ericksen wished were
increased among the members of the Church; I, too, hope
for it.
Notes
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PROPHETIC
Emphasizes man’s personal
initiative and creativity.
Progress occurs as man
works for it
,

Man seeks. Time, place,
and extent of revelation
are contingent upon the
sincerity and energy of
man’s faith.
Always actively
anticipating further
revelation.
This life is the time to
prepare to meet God. Any
heaven we experience will
be an extension of that
which is achieved in the
here-and-now.
Primary importance
attached to religion as a
transformative power
acting upon the temporal
as well as spiritual affairs
of men.

Ordinances are mu’iti-
dimensional, symbolic of
important spiritual ideas
which facilitate an
understanding of human
nature and interaction.
Concerned with the
spiritual reality to which
scripture points rather
than the literal historicism
of each story. Sees
numerous levels of
understanding. Finds
material of differing
religious and moral worth.
Truth found in other
sources as well.

ISSUE
Man’s Role

Revelation

This World

Ethics,

Ritual

Scripture

PRIESTLY
Emphasizes authority,
man’s dependence.
Progress occurs according
to God’s timetable.
God initiates. Time, place,
and extent of revelation
are determined by God.

Depends on that which has
been revealed in the past.

This life is seen primarily
as an endurance test for
the life hereafter. All "
rewards are in heaven.

Primary importance
attached to ceremony,
ritual, and tradition.
Outward performances.
Concern with one’s own
group.

Ordinances important only
as prerequisites to entrance
into the Celestial Kingdom.

Literalist interpretation,
Seeks to find definitive,
internally consistent
answers to specific
questions. All scripture
inerrant revelation of
God’s will, Truth found
almost exclusively in
scriptures.
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UNDERCONSUMPTION: A Lifestyle
by Douglas and Elaine Alder

there something superficial
this treadmill of ever-expanding

6re?

I t seems miserly but we go around the house turning
off lights! We’ve given up hounding our teenagers,
who sprawl before TV sets oblivious to the five

overhead lights that could be switched off in favor of one
25-watt dimmer. Like vain repetitions, our suggestions
never seem to penetrate their cerebral cavity. So we turn
off lights, reinforced by the memory of now-elderly
parents doing the same thing to us years ago. It seemed so
"old fashioned" then. Now, a mere three decades later, we
are the light switcher-offers.

Money isn’t the only issue, however. Now it seems like a
civic responsibility. Continuing energy shortages have
demonstrated that the over-consumptive lifestyle is
gradually creating a national, even world, crisis. Despite
statements from energy producers that there need be no
shortage, it is apparent that we are consuming proportion-
ately more unrenewable energy than ever before and that
this spiraling behavior deserves some re-examination.
Whether there is a shortage or not, we ought to consider
what we are doing. Maybe we need a crisis to force
reassessment of our devotion to the "more and bigger"
syndrome.

Each time a severe winter arrives we check insulation,
weatherstrip the doors, and put on storm windows.
Obviously we agree with the fuel companies about
conserving natural gas. But when the freezing weather

passes we are tempted to abandon the diligence we have
cultivated. In the summer we gladly return to over-
consumption which seems like necessity. We turn on the
air conditioner, get out the gas mower, start planning trips,
and sense an itch to buy at the summer sales. It is the time
for a vacation from deferred gratification. We chuckle at
the stories of old timers who remind us that they managed
"just fine" carrying water from a cistern, scrubbing on
washboards and sharing bath water. We are convinced that
American technological achievements are basically
beneficial. As we spend the last quarter in each month’s
salary check, we realize that we are accustomed to luxury.
If we reflect on this lifestyle we have to admit that affluence
is getting to us; upward mobility is beginning to tarnish.
Even though we grew up in the Wasatch Front mentality
where every sanction supports moving higher up on the
foothills into more and more luxurious homes, we have
begun to wonder.

Recently some friends took a bid on plans for their dream
house. When the final figure arrived they were stunned.
They paused; they reassessed. Yes, most everyone else was
moving from their "starter house," but was it really
necessary? Couldn’t rooms added in the basement suffice.2
Their salary was substantial; they could have "swung the
deal" but starting a new thirty-year mortgage at that point
was sobering, even if it could be paid with inflating dollars.
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Wasn’t there something superficial about this treadmill of
ever-expanding desire?

So they made a decision not to move up a notch. That was
a year ago. Two more neighbors have copied their choice
since then. They get a personal delight each time they drive
up to their reconditioned home, now paid for. They feellike
they exerted independence because they broke with the
expected middle-class pattern.

Then there are automobilesmas essential in the Great
Basin today as the horse and ox were a century ago. As long
as gas was easily available Westerners didn’t hesitate a
moment to undertake a 1000-mile trip; it is still not
uncommon to start off on such a jaunt with less than a day’s
notice. In western states distances are measured in days,
not miles. But there’s a difference between transportation
and status just as there is a difference between housing and
prestige. For half or one-third the price on a new car sticker
one can buy adequate transportation. It just doesn’t catch
the glances that a new car would.

And clothes--how we abdicate style choices to some
distant designers who bank on obsolescence. The far end of
our closet stores sturdy outfits four years out of phase,
unfrayed, unworn.

Why did it take an energy crisis for us to realize that
we’ve oversold ourselves on long sleek automobiles, fancy
homes and innumerable clothes? Why have economists
who long respected growth as the leading indicator only
now begun to worry that American consumption is out of
balance with its production? Wasn’t the problem there
before we began to consider the Saudi’s oil, the shrinking
dollar, the resource crunch? Don’t we try to package
ourselves in status symbol containers because we are
insecure about our own internal worth?

We recently went through the 1960’s when a younger
generation rebelled at the prevailing materialism of their
parents. There were strident attacks and claims about
hypocrisy and middle class mor~s. In their crusade young
people often threw out propriety, styles, and possessions.
As a residue we still read about flower children who have
adopted the "back to nature" lifestyle. One recently told of
his vow to keep his annual expenditures below $4,0(~0. His
small family lives in a cabin without electricity or plumbing
but surrounded by natural greenery. We think of him
occasionally as we push our garage door opener.

Recently while flying toward the Salt Lake airport, we
thumbed through the airline magazine appealingly placed
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in the seat pocket. It featured enticing recreational options
in the mountainwest. Those color photos were convincing.
Like many others, we just live for our retreats to the nearby
canyons and lakes which the magazine captured. As the jet
engines droned on we began to weigh those articles. A
quick glance back reaffirmed a hunch. In each there was an
adult toy--a camper, a boat, a snowmobile, a summer
home, a four-wheel drive vehicle, a motorcyle. Somehow
we’ve eased into accepting the idea that big boys require big
toys. Where does it all lead? Is beauty, satisfaction, health,
and happiness really linked to consumption? Must
relaxation be mobilized?

The underconsumption lifestyle need not be as extreme
as that of our mountain-man friend, nor so ascetic that it
eschews motorized machines. It is not a fetish or a fad, it is a
reassessment of values. It means breaking out of the
conspicuous consumption cycle. At center it is choosing to
conserve for ethical rather than financial reasons.
Essentially it is: think small.

All sorts of side benefits could emerge if one merely
peeled off the customary habits of excessive consumption.
One could abandon junk foods as well as limit meal
portions, trimming off middle-age flab. In place of
commercialized recreation one could choose more modest
options such as strolling--an art the Europeans have long
mastered but Americans usually ignore. Camping, hiking,
swimming, birdwatching, reading, attending concerts and
plays, competing in family games, building home crafts,
conversing--these are meaningful substitutes for
consumptive pleasure. Besides they are beneficial to the
mind, body and human relationships. The underconsump-
tion lifestyle means developing one’s worth internally
instead of disguising it with flashy packages.

The underconsumption idea even has church applica-
tions. A few weeks ago our Bishop requested that the ward
members walk to Church. That isn’t feasible for the whole
Church or for all people. In some parts of the world
members are widely scattered or must use public
transportation. In neighborhood wards the request has
merit. The two parking lots and extensive street parking
around our chapel make it look like a shopping mall. We
have found that walking takes more planning (we have to
leave earlier) but it is a lot more fun. We inevitably meet
other families on the way and enjoy the fellowship. From
that initial challenge one could decide to avoid using the car
within the ward confines--for home teaching, visiting, or



The motivation to become wealthy
and the commitment to Mormonism
are often found to be compatible.

delivering. Some people are reactivating the old bicycles
that hang unused in the garage.

Recently our family lived in a Midwestern state. The
energy crisis was severe that year. We discovered a whole
different situation there. Each drive to the stake center was
fifty miles. Each High Council visit or Leadership Meeting
or Super Saturday activity or auxiliary board visit to the
wards and branches caused a major traveling decision. But
is wasn’t traumatic. Back-to-back meetings and scaled
down organizations were instituted. The chapel furnace
was turned way down four days a week. There were some
inconveniences but the Church program survived.

The Mormon pioneer heritage that we all revere set a
precedent for sacrifice and inventiveness. But it also led to a
fascination with improvement and with material things--a
"get ahead" attitude. Mark Twain once suggested that
Mormonism is an afterclap of Puritanism. Most of his
readers likely think that he was referring to the strictness
common to both Puritanism and Mormonism. There is a
more subtle meaning he may see in their comparison today
because both promote another idea commonly called the
Puritan ethic, suggesting that wealth is a blessing given to
those who deserve it. The motivation to become wealthy
and the commitment to Mormonism are often found to be
compatible. Certainly Mormons have a positive attitude
about this life and this world. Unexamined, this idea can
result in crass materialism. It need not but it can easily lead
to a life of conspicuous consumption--of impressive
homes, expensive clothes, excessive spending.

Now is a good time to do some reconsidering of our
pioneer heritage. We might take a long look and revive
some of its other dimensions--some of the conservation
attitudes as well as the "get ahead" ones. There are
pioneering practices that some Latter-day Saints find
highly effective today--quilting, home canning, bread
baking, rug weaving, furniture making or refinishing,
sewing and gardening.

One now fashionable approach is to restore old pioneer
buildings instead of building impressive new ones.
Refurbishing old buildings has become a national
movement. Some edifices are salvaged for historical
purposes but most of them are becoming banks and offices
and especially homes. The inner city location, the
roominess and the aesthetic beauty of these structures is
making them highly valued. All over the country people are
discovering the desirability of restoring modest old homes.

A young Bishop in Salt Lake City’s inner core told of his
anguish. He said that the old homes in his ward have
suddenly become prime objects for restoration but that the
young couples who do this are seldom LDS. Young
Mormons with limited finances still seem drawn to the
new homes. To find small ones within their income they
are forced to the distant suburbs where they have to
commute ten to twenty miles to work daily. But the "eco-
types" have caught on to the restoration idea and are
producing inexpensive beauties just a few blocks from
their work.

One other practice that deserves greater revival is
rebuilding clothes. Sharing unused clothes is a sensible idea
even though it might: be difficult to convince children who
enjoy the status value of "new threads." Extended families
have a great advantage because they can pass clothes on to
cousins who are growing in to the sizes. But children are
not the only ones who can benefit by such sharing.
Recently one ward had a clothes fair where members
brought unused outfits and traded them with others, both
children and adults, who fit them.

Some will remember the excitement and sense of
community created during World War II when we saved tin
cans, planted victory gardens, bought savings bonds,
cooked without sugar, and rationed gasoline. During such
times of scarcity one gradually discovers that we have
become unnecessarily accustomed to material things that
just aren’t high priority.

At least for now the underconsumption lifestyle is still a
voluntary thing. The precarious state of the American
economy suggests that austerity may return. If it does, we
have a great tradition of sacrifice and conservation to rely
upon. In some ways we may even welcome the return to
simpler ways. If the retrenchment is not forced upon us, we
would be well advised to move over into the credit instead
of the debit column voluntarily and to act morally as
consumers. There are other people coming after us--the
posterity to whom we are so dedicated. They deserve some
fuel. They deserve good air and water and all other
resources we enjoy. The times have once again reminded
us of fundamentals. Why wait for sanctions to restrict us
when we could choose restraint now, for fun?

DOUGLAS ALDER is a professor of history at Utah State University
and director of the Honor’s Program there.
ELAINE ALDER graduated from the University of Utah in journalism.
Formerly a private secretary, she is now the full-time mother of four.
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To[ journey back from sleep seemed very long.
seph Adams lay for a few seconds, semiconscious
d groping for reality1 then recoiled from it as the

phone shrilled again. The bedside clock said a few minutes
past four.

She wouldn’t, he thought, tempted to tunnel
underneath the heavy quilt and deny the persistent
ringing.

She would.
One arm reached slowly out into the chilly darkness

and the ringing stopped.
"Hello?"
"You better git over here. The fire’s out.’"
Let it be a dream, he thought, a nightmare.
His other arm left the warm shell of the bedclothes and

then the telephone was sucked inside. He whispered,
trying not to wake Maren, wishing at the same time that
she would wake up and tell him he was dreaming.

"Sister Higginsmget back in bed. Turn up your
thermostat and get back in bed. You’re all right. You don’t
need the fire."

’Tm freezin’. I ain’t slept a wink for three hours now.’"
He wanted her to be a pesky, eccentric old lady who

deserved to have him hang up the phone, take it off the
hook, and go back to sleep. He didn’t want to hear the fear
in her voice.

"Are you comin’? Or am I goin’ to freeze to death here
tonight?"

"Sister Higgins, I have to get up in two hours to go to
work. I’ve only slept four hours. Please turn up your heat,
get into bed with all your blankets over you, and you’ll be
fine. You’ll be too warm, I’m sure. Then I’ll stop at your
house on my way to work and get your fire going again."

"So you’re not comin’.’"
Curse my great-great-grandmother’s Puritan

conscience and all its Mormon descendants, thought
Joseph.

’Tm coming."
It was still dark as Joseph’s feet broke the silence and the

crust of the week-old snow still covering the small front
yard. His head was heavy with a weary sensation that he
knew would have him walking in a vacuous daze by the
time of his afternoon faculty meeting. At least I’ll be
warm in a minute, he thought grimly.

The door opened immediately to his tap, and light and
heat poured forth like a blessing on his reluctant fidelity.
She stood wrapped in a long flannel nightgown and two
shawls, her hair protruding aimlessly in gray tufts
around her face.

"Come on in."
"Do you have firewood in the house?"
"’Not much. You better bring some more."
His own footprints still showed clearly where he had

circled the house on the same mission two days before. He
made his way again to the back yard and regarded the logs
he had piled there, the kindling he had split. The cold air
had begun to clear his head, bringing with it just a breath
of wry amusement.

"TI1 write a book about her someday," he thought as he

I Fe Margaret R. Munk

reached for the chunks of wood. He turned back toward
the house, a small, shoddy, three-room structure which
must have stood here on the outskirts of this midwestern
town for fifty years before it had been favored with the
luxuries of plumbing, electricity, and a gas furnace.

The thermostat registered eighty.
"Couldn’t keep it going tonight, huh?"
I never did like Boy Scouts, he thought, piling logs on

top of kindling in the fireplace. I shouldn’t havelearned to
do this. Then I could at least have told George Morgan
he’d have to appoint someone else in the quorum to be fire
specialist.

"No, couldn’t keep it going. I dunno--might have
dropped off a few minutes, and next thing I knew it was
out."

Joseph reached for a match. Sister Higgins’ food stores
were always fairly meager, but her supply of matches was
big enough to keep the whole ward warm until the
millennium.

"Well, I think this will burn just fine for a couple of
hours, then you just keep feeding it. I’ll pile some more
logs in here, then I’ll check tomorrow to see how the
supply’s holding up."

"All right. Now don’t forgit."

Curse my great-great-grandmother’s
Puritan conscience and all its Mormon
descendants, thought Joseph.

Driving to work in the cold beginning of daylight,
Joseph asked himself again what he had brought upon
himself, accepting a call to be home teacher to Miss Essie
Higgi ns.

"She’s never been married as far as I know. The bishop
tells me she lived for years with her father, in that same
house, until the old man died. That was long before my
time, or the bishop’s. She has a brother somewhere, but
he never seems to come around here. No other family.
Most of us being transplants here, no one in the ward
seems to know much about her. Years ago, some
missionaries started visiting her, and she was baptized,
but she hasn’t been out to church since I’ve been here, and
that’s going on twelve years now. Needless to say, she’s
lonely. But she puts most people off. I hav6 to warn you,
she’s discouraged a whole string of home teachers."

"She doesn’t want them to come?’"
"I’m sure she does. But she doesn’t exactly give them a

cordial welcome. She asks a lot of them. And she’s never
satisfied."

"Why do you think I can do any better than the others ?’"
"’Joe, you’re one of the best guys I know. If you and

Maren could give it a try for a while, I’d appreciate it. She
needs somebody. But don’t be afraid to tell her enough’s
enough."

They decided to invite her to dinner the next Sunday.
She accepted immediately.

"I’ll come. But I don’t like no fancy food. And I can’t stay
long."
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Skeered o’ loosin" my dentures."
Dinner over, Joseph offered to drive Sister Higgins

home.
"Not yet. I wanta set a while in that big chair outside.

B
,,

ut keep that cat away from me.
Joseph and Maren felt that courtesy required they join

Sister Higgins and make conversation.
"She’s old," whispered Joseph to his wife. "She’ll want

to talk a lot about the past, how things used to be. And
how bad they are now.’"

Her first encounter was with Moppet,
the cat, whom she kicked. "I hate cats.
They gimme hives."

He was right on the latter count. Few things pleased
Sister Higgins, least of all the Adams children and their
regrettable contemporaries.

"’Kids got too much nowadays. How come you bought
him that?"

"’Your kids talk too much. Can’t understand ’era,
neither.’"

"Kids act too high an’ mighty. Green willow’s what
they need. How long since they had a good lickin’?"

But Joseph was mistaken in supposing Sister Higgins
would lull them with lengthy reminiscences. He and
Maren tried to elicit some, less out of real interest than a
desire to turn her attention away from the deficiencies of
the Adams household.

"How long have you lived here in Bentonville?"
"’All m’ life.’"
"’What was the town like when you were a girl?"
"No better "n now.’"
"I’11 bet you remember when the first car drove down

Main Street."

needs us, even though I know she doesn’t act or talk as if

swhe does. She’s lived alone a long time, and maybe that’s
’ S ’ *,h,y he s the way she ~s.
’~h’ Joe," said Maren, "sometimes I remember why I

love you.’"
Sister Higgins accepted every month, her evaluation of

the Adams establishment and the world in general
remained unchanged, and the old porch chair guarded
well any secrets it might have learned from her during the
hours of Sunday rocking. The children ca me to expect her
sour commentaries and learned to avoid her as much as
possible. Joseph, though he could hardly blame the
children, managed to maintain courtesy towards his
disgruntled guest. He and Maren quietly gave up their
efforts to make conversation after dinner. Sister Higgins
seemed to prefer to sit alone in the porch rocker, staring
across the lawn beyond the passers-by, few of whom she
recognized and none of whom she ever greeted.
Occasionally she demanded that Joseph take her for a
drive, but he felt consistently unsuccessful in trying to
bring her any pleasure by these excursions. One shining
October afternoon, he felt he could not miss.

"Hooper’s Valley, Sister Higgins. We always try to pick
just the right weekend to come here every fall. Did you
ever see anything more beautiful?"

"It’s all right, I guess, if y’ like leaves."
"But doesn’t it make you feel glad to be alive?’"
He could see her only from the corner of his eye, but he

did not miss the twitch of fear that pinched her face or the

realize fully what he had taken on. He arrived at her home
in late October to see an enormous pile of firewood lying

"’Cars was for them that could afford’era, not for us."beside the little house, unsplit and unstacked. When
Maren picked up a cue and ventured carefully, "Us?Sister Higgins opened the door, the pleasantly crisp air

How many were there in your family7" outside was overwhelmed by a blast of gas heat from
The only answer came in a sudden ~ightening of the oldwithin. Sister Higgins was unusually agitated.

woman’s jaw and a quick, hostile glance i~ Maren’s
direction ....

Then her eyes settled on seven-year,oldJulie, who hadJoseph looked at her in amazement. He was already
appeared behind her mother, hap~y in the shorts and oldloosening his collar and tie.
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kindiing, laid a’fire, and lighted it.

drove home, having told Bishop Freed he would try to talk
to Sister Higgins a~ain and evaiuate the situation, He was
rememberi~ the story Maren had told him several days
ago.

"Joe," she had begun, "I went to visit Sister Higgins
this today. Or I tried

~’"~ou i ? Any

would

Oil

"I ~.with the ""
Ay-rabs, don’t it?"

’" es "" andPartly, y .
"Well, what do them ~y-rabs know.about bein’ cold?sometimes the grocery store."

They live in a desert, don’t they? I mean a hot desert? D~ ...........
you think I’m goin’ t’ freeze ~y behind off all winter t She intended to keeo a fire burnin~ in
~lease some Af2rab?"    : ~, : ’i .... " ’ : :n h ~f

One Saturday evening in january, Bishop Freedthe hre~ye thr~l ~v~m.,o, t~ s o
telephoned toasl~whetherjosephcouldcometo~isofficesnow an~ ice--all -tn,r~ug~ me days
afte~ sacrament meeting the ~y.xt evening, and all through the nights.

"Sit down, Brother A~ams,’ the bishop invited: him as¯ . ........ ....... ..... .............
he entered.

joe, ¯ advice. I think

family and very little to i st

sad: Grotes~
really: Butut s he
every what to do.

isn’t :

questioning her a littleabout this?" preceded him. A male voice, raise~
!,0seph told him about the fires.

¯
,

~pproached the front
It is too warm in her house~ but she doesnt think so. "Cheap as y’ ever was, a~n t yd.,

don’t know why. I don’t know what to tell you. I guess I’ve

You got a wsltor. Thin III be leaven.
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The door opened, revealing a man with a pinched
yellow face, a stubble of white beard, an old khaki .iacket,
and unlaced boots. With an ugly glance at Joseph, he
started through the doorway, but was stopped by a firm
grasp on his collar from behind.

"’Just you wait a minute. I want ya t’meet someone. This
here’s Brother Adams. He’s been right good t’ me."

Joseph’s eyebrows rose involuntarily at this unusual
concession.

"You think I’m proud havin’ to take, take all the time
from these folks around here ? You think it makes me feel
good t’ have t’ tell’em I got no family that cares about me?"

Sister Higgins’ voice grew louder and shriller as she
pulled the old man around by his collar to face her. She
pushed him sharply in Joseph’s direction, releasing him as
she spoke.

"This here’s my l~rother, Zach--my family, that’s
what’s left of it!"

Joseph stepped aside just in time to avoid a collision as
Zach stumbled away from his sister’s propelling hand.

"I don’t need t’ stay here an’ take this," he snarled,
regaining his balance. "I’m leavin’. ! won’t be botherin" ya
again, Essie."

Joseph turned toward Sister Higgins with a new
stirring of compassion. She was staring hatefully after
the man shuffling toward the old car. Joseph felt a sudden
compulsion to follow hi m.

"Oh, didn’t the old man love t’ see
Essie wear that dress? An’ she’d make
a big deal of it, any time she’d put it on."

"Mr. Higgins!"
The man turned a surly glance backward.
"Wait a minute, please."
Joseph walked quickly towards Zach, as surprised at

himself as Sister Higgins looked where she stood staring
and scowling in the doorway.

The old man’s hand was on the handle of the car door.
He turned his head again.

"’Yeah?"
"Where are you going? I mean--could I take you

anywhere, do anything for you while you’re here? I
think--I’d like to talk to you for a while, if I could."

"Talk t’ me? What about?"
"About your sister."
Zach gave a snort and pressed down sharply on the

door handle. Joseph put one hand on the top of the open
door.

"Please I know it seems odd when I’m a stranger to
you, and I can see that relations between you and your
sister are none toogood. But I see her often. I’ve tried tobe
a friend to her, I’d like to help her if I can, but I don’t
understand her very well."

"You ’n’ me both."
Zach slid into the driver’s seat and inserted the ignition

key.
"Could we possibly just talk for a few minutes? The

people I know here don’t seem to know much about your
sister except the way she is now. You’ve known her all her
life."

Zach swung one leg out over the car’s running board,
turning toward Joseph with a squint of suspicion leaking
from his small, yellow eyes.

’ 2 t’"So what d’ ya want t know. What’s she you,
anyway? You think she’s got money hidden away, too?
You sure can’t be wantin’ nothin’ elsefrom     "net."

Joseph began to turn away.
"Wait a m~nute! A long, lonely night of driving or

tossing in a ~heap motel bed loomed before Zach. "Come
on, I gotta stop at the gas station down the road, have’era

"icheck the spark plugs on this I tney afore I take er back on
the highway. We can set "n" talk there if ya want."

Despite the distasteful prospect of climbing into the
degenerate car beside its degenerate driver, Joseph
hesitated only a moment. Though he could not have
explained why, it seemed necessary. Zach started the
engine, and Joseph looked over his right shoulder as the
car began to move. Sister Higgins was still standing in the
open doorway, staring after them in bitter disbelief.

Joseph wasted no time as the old car wormed its way
along the unpaved road leading from Sister Higgins"
house toward the highway.

"You’re younger than your sister?"
"Yeahmtwo years younger."
"Were there other brothers and sisters in your family?"
"Just the two of us. Our ma died when I was born. Even

Essie don’t remember her."
"’And your father never remarried?"
"Never did. Tried to raise us by himself, in that house."
They had turned from the main road into a service

station. In a few curt phrases, Zach told the attendant
what he thought needed checking. Then he leaned his
head back against the seat, beginning to take pleasure in
his unexpected role as raconteur.

"The old man always hated me. I think he blamed me
that our ma died, though he never said so. I left home soon
as I could." Zach shifted in his seat. "But Essie. Sun rose’n’
set for him with Essie. She was his pride ’n" joy, ’n’ she
knowed it."

"I can see why you must have resented that."
"’Yeah? Well, the old man would’ve given her

everything if he’da had anything. But we had nothin’.
Nothin’. We lived on mush, an’ not much o’ that.’"

"Did you go to school7"
"Off ’n’ on. Our old man didn’t care much for it. Ever

caught us with a book in our hands, he’d tell us t’ put it
away, Said it’d ruin our eyes. Essie used to read a fair
amount, though, when she could, late at night. Didabout¯ ’ D    ’     " "ruin er eyes, too. on t th~nk she reads now.

"What made you feel your father favored her?"
Zach flashed him a look of disgust.
"’An "y fool could see ~t. Everythin’ I did was wrong. I was

dumb. I was lazy. I was good for nothin’. Essie could do no
wrong. No wrong. An’ then that dress."

"That dress?"
Zach looked embarrassed.
"Ohm’s not worth talkin’ about. Funny I should think

of it after all these years. He bought her a dress. So what ?
Just that he never bought me nothin’. Well, he didn’t have
much, never bought himself nothin’ neither, that I could
see. But we knew he had somethin" saved up, couldn’t o’

’kbeen much, but something’. I was sixteen then, y now,
"n’ I was crazy t’ git away, go somewheres. I knowed there
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was no way he could buy a car, but I wanted mo,ney for a"But I don’t know what she done withit, and Ican(tgit it
train ticket. Even a bike woulda been somethi,n,~. I askedout o’ her. ’S enough t" make me want t’--" i
him once. Just once. Hehit me across the face.~’

¯
Noticing that th~ station attendant was wiping off his

Joseph suddenlyremembered, uneasily, how tall youngtools and ~reparing ,to close the hood of the ~a~ JoSeph
Joe had looked lately when he would bang through theinterrupted, "Didn t either you or your sister e~er
kitchen door and stand looking at the familiar scene for amarry?"
minuteasif unsure whether togiveithisapprovalornot.Zach shifted uncomfortabtey, feeling for his wallet in
Zach pulled him back again.             ,

"T~en afore long, h~ went.all the way t Lincoln an’
brought ’er back a dres,si A real expensive dress. Oh;didng the old man iove ,see Essie ~ar that dress? An
she’d make a big deal of it, anytime she’d put it on. It had a
million little buttons, y" know, up the front, an’ lace on it.
Essie’d take a long time buttonin’ all them buttons, then
admirin" herself in the glass door, holdin’ her skirt this

"And you never went back, all that time?"

had somethin’ comin" t’ me. Heerd from a good source
that he had somethin’ put away, not a whole lot, but more
money than’s ever come my way. I wasn’t about to see
Essie get it all."

Zach’s voice hardened like the grip of his fingers on the
steering wheel.

his back pocket.
"Oh, yeah, I was married a couple o’ times, for a while.

No gob~ come of it. But notEsiie,no: ’She Weren’t no
beafity, eve, ,n when she was yOung;Oh,she had 0 fetleror:
two comin round, as I remember, but the old man ~never
liked that; He kep’a tight rein onEssiei alithe time~ Those
two didn t really see~ to need nobody els~,only each
other."

..... s ic "T "All right, sir. Done thebe t . ~ould, ~. he attendant
closed the hood and returned to Zach~s open window,
"Don’t know how much farther this..machink’!l:take you/’

Zach~s pinched yellow glare shifted    Joseph to the

m~n outside the’v~i~dow. , ’. :
"Never mind, don’t need your opinion o mycar. Just tell

me what I owe ya.’
,,"Eight dollars, sir, parts and labor.

"F~a few minute~’footin’ around in there? Hah!’!
Zach clearedhis throat, spat on the ground~ narrowly

missing the attendant, then sourly handed him a ten,
dollar bill.

"I’11 get your change, sir."
joseph staredat the bitter profile of the manbeside him.

He felt t,,he need of fresh air.Reaching for the d0orhandle,
,h,e said, Mr. Higgins, iappreciate your talking withme.
I tl just get out here and walk~ck ifito town so youcan go
on you~ way. But I was wondering one other thing, tt
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1980 Call for Papers
Because of the success of our first Sunstone Theological

Symposium (26 papers of good to excellent quality; 500 in
attendance; comments generally very favorable), we
have felt encouraged to proceed immediately with plans
for a second symposium next August.

To give the greatest opportunity for careful thinking
and writing (as well as careful review and selection) we
are announcing that the 1980 Sunstone Theological
Symposium will be held August 23-24. We are now
making a call for Titles and Abstracts of prospective papers.
These must be received by us no later than 1 February
1980. Papers should be about 10-12 typewritten pages or
about 3000 words. They should be capable of being
comfortably read in about 20 minutes. Invitations to
submit papers will be based on the attractiveness and
relevance of the proposals, but final selection will
depend on the quality of research, thought, and
expression in the finished paper.

We will consider papers on any subject related to
Mormon theology. However, as we approach the 150th
anniversary of the founding of the LDS Church, we
especially encourage papers closely relating Mormon
history and theology. Some suggested topics might be:
the influence of Mormon theology on the writing of its
history; evaluating the "new Mormon history";
analyzing the works of prominent Mormon thinkers
such as Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, the Pratts, Orson
Spencer, Eliza R. Snow, B. H. Roberts, John A. Widstoe,
James E. Talmage, Joseph Fielding Smith, and others;
and the development of Mormon beliefs, doctrines, and
practices.

Other themes which might be considered include:
problems and opportunities of international Mormon-
ism in worship, thought, and spiritual development;
Mormon epistemology; implications of the unique
Mormon concept of God for worship and morality; is
there a Mormon theology?; and analysis of contempo-
rary issues from a Mormon theological perspective.

At the 1979 Sunstone Theological Symposium the
following papers were presented:

Theological Impressions of Mormonism--John
Dillenberger

Time and Timelessness in Hindu & Mormon Thought
--Adele B. McCollum

Time and Omniscience in Mormon Theology--Kent
Robson

Personal and Social Morality in a Religious Context:
Reinhold Niebuhr and Mormon Experience--Scott
Kenney



Leo Strauss on Athens and Jerusalem: The Meaning of
the Competing Emblems of Wisdom for the Restored
Church--Louis Midgley

The Early Church in the Composition of the
Gospels--Max Rogers

Catholic and Mormon Church Systems: A Compara-
tive Analysis Using a Modern Systems Approach--John
Staley

Speculative Theology, Key to a Dynamic Faith--
Eugene Shoemaker

History and Faith--Richard Sherlock
Crossing the Fence: Theism and Humanism--Donald

Hill
The Metaphysics of Pluralism in Mormon Thought--

Carlisle Hunsaker
The Facsimiles of the Book of Abraham: A Reappraisal

--Edward Ashment
Some Concepts of Divine Revelation--Lorin K.

Hansen
Looking at the Book of Mormon--George D. Smith
The Dialectics of Revelation--John T. Kesler
The New Mormon Mysticism--Marden J. Clark
The Sovereignty of God in John Calvin and Brigham

Young--Davis Bitton
The Challenge of Paul--R. Scott Birdsall
Salvation by Grace: A Latter-day Saint Perspective--

Robert L. Millett
The Holy Spirit of Promise: A Mormon Doctrine of

Justification by Faith--John Tanner
The Typology of Biblical Names for Deity--James A.

Carver
Moses, Israel, and Community--James Faulconer
An Analysis of the Writings of Jacob--Chris Conkling
Knowing, Doing, and Being: Vital Dimensions of the

Mormon Religious Experience--Arther R. Bassett
Ritual as Theology, Alternate Forms of Religious

Expression--John Sorenson
The success of the 1979 Sunstone Theological Sympo-

sium was largely due to the quality of the presentations
and the enthusiastic response of those attending. With
experience and additional preparation time, we of
Sunstone fully anticipate that the 1980 Sunstone
Theological Symposium will be even more significant
and beneficial.

Call for Papers

The Association for Mormon Letters invites proposals
for papers to be presented at two symposia in 1980: A
special symposium in Boston, Massachusetts, on 10 May
1980 and the regular Fall Symposium in Utah in October
1980. In view of the 1980 Sesquicentennial of the
Church’s organization, we are especially interested in
proposals that have a historical emphasis or that treat
early Mormon literature, but papers on all topics
pertaining to Mormon literature are welcome.

Deadlines for Proposals:
Boston Symposium: 1 January 1980
Fall Symposium: 1 June 1980

Send detailed proposals to:
Edward A. Geary
A-235 JKBA
Provo, Utah 84602

Dear Subscribers

The subscription rate of $12 per year
covers about half of the expenses
necessary to produce Sunstone. The
difference is made up in contributions
and sales of the Sunstone Mormon
History Calendar. Your tax-deductible
donations are greatly appreciated.
Sunstone
P. O. Box 2272
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110

O n August 24-25th, 500 persons met together at the University of
Utah’s Art and Architecture Auditorium to participate in the
1979 Mormon Theological Symposium sponsored by the Sunstone

Foundation. There they listened to 26 papers and 7 responses from thoughtful
Latter-day Saints of varying backgrounds from all over the United States, as
well as a presentation by John Dillenberger, president of Hartford Seminary
Foundation, giving his theological impressions of Mormonism from a non-
Mormon (Protestant) viewpoint. (For a co~nplete list of speakers and topics, see
the 1980 Call for Papers as well as a full report ofthesymposium in Volume 4,
Number 5.)

Exciting in concept, the symposium seemed to f!ll a need felt by many for an
in-depth, open discussion of our mutual faith. Describing the atmosphere, one
of the participants said, "When I was speaking, the response of the audience
was electric." Despite minor logistical difficulties and lack of experience, the
event proved to be a dramatic and faith-promoting experience for all.
Sunstone plans to publish the entire proceedings together in one form or
another, contingent upon interest and financial considerations. However,
individual pieces that we feel are appropriate to the magazine will be published
in different issues throughout the year.

We have selected Eugene Shoemaker’s paper, "Speculative Theology, Key to
a Dynamic Faith," as the first ofthesymposium papers to be printed. We feel
that it expresses much of the purpose for which we held the symposium and is
thereby an excellent introduction to the whole series.
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by T. Eugene Shoemaker

Since the ancient Greeks, thinking people have
looked to philosophical inquiry and theology to shed
light on ~both the number and kind of problems with

which the human family struggles. The present
generation certainly contends with these perennial
antagonisms and frustrations of happiness, but they are
magnified because the struggle is universal rather than
particular, world-wide rather than parochial. However,
while the scope of the problem is large, this is not my
greatest concern. The most fundamental problem
confronting us today (many Mormons not excepted) is
the loss of faith and the abandonment of the moral
imperative, which is based on recognition of and
commitment to the existence of an eternal transcendent
moral order. Mormonism exerts great power in the lives
of its communicants because it recognizes that innate
personal freedom is the essence of being, is the primary
principle upon which that moral order is based. All of
Mormonism’s theological doctrines and religious
practices are circumscribed by this transcendent
imperative; individual free agency is the central axiom.
The history of mankind (the present generation not
excepted) has been the dialectical struggle between
innate personal freedom and the diabolical and collective
forces of determinism. In fact we are warned that the
saints will hardly escape the fatal consequences of the
contemporary contest for the minds of men,1 with the
real end of the contest between the forces of good and evil
being one of power. It is only by capturing the minds of
men and denying them their agency and requisite choices
that the illusion of power is acquired, maintained, and
enhanced by the forces of evil. Conversely the forces of
good, among which are the gospel and the Church, seek
through free agency to establish real power (not an
illusion) in each person. This power is maintained and
enhanced by growth instrumentalities such as faith,
study, meditation, prayer, and speculation.

Despite the completeness of theology, Mormonism
still struggles to find the sufficient and necessary means
to motivate day to day application in the lives of its
adherents. In the nineteenth century, Mormonism was
indeed the proponent of a radical speculative theology.
This was so as much among communicants as it was
among the leaders. But presently most members have
abandoned their heritage of radical thought on
theological questions and have substituted hyperactivity

for insightful inquiry as a justification for their faith. Put
another way, they attempt to sustain their faith with
works, believing that scriptural admonition and
authority demand it. In truth, all too frequently the
activity itself becomes the end. Consider the everyday
perspective of happenings, events, and duties practiced
by active Mormons: having personal and family prayer,
blessing the food, holding family home evening, doing
home and visiting teaching, attending worship services,
holding teaching and administrative positions in the
various Church organizations, studying the scriptures,
and reading "Church" books. However, these everyday
activities are not likely to include theological speculation
as such. Contemporary Mormons are generally content
to live off the speculative insights of others, regardless of
the glaring contradictions inherent in such behavior.

Modern Latter-day Saints look upon life as a
celebration, while their nineteenth century counterparts
contemplated and speculated about the end of life. This
transformation .was not the result of some fatal flaw (as
present-day Mormon apostates assume) in the Church’s
organizational structure or its theological underpin-
nings; but rather, it resulted from lack of faith in the
soundness of individual initiative, discussion, and
decision regarding theological matters. Mormons appear
in most instances to be content with being led and
governed by the few in leadership positions. But even
among the organizational heads there is a glaring lack of
speculative insight produced, if the quality of books and
articles presently offered is evidence. Most Latter-day
Saints are motivated by borrowed light rather than by
insights and truths garnered by studious inquiry.

Ordinarily, this lack of inquiry would be but a
description of an expected phenomenon exhibited in the
failure of all previous radical innovations (that beset
Christianity) to sustain themselves, a reality that is
centuries old and universally acclaimed, making the "iron
rule of oligarchy" more pervasive than is generally
assumed. However, Mormon radical thought declares
that every man potentially is a priest and every woman a
priestess possessing unique powers embryonic in form
and identical in substance to those possessed by Diety.
The theology rejects outright the necessity of a hierarchy
of spiritual elites and condemns such a notion as sectarian
in the extreme, having no place in the gospel of Jesus
Christ. Salvation, temporal and spiritual, is an individual
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responsibility. The Church and its programs and
activities are but processes to assist each member in
working out his own salvation. No person can be saved in
ignorance, but it is not the Church’s role to dispel
ignorance. Rather it is the individual’s responsibility to
seek knowledge and then use the Church and its
resources to help apply this new insight. To place the
Church and its leadership in the role of saviors is

on the other hand, its form, method, and structure are
composed of both secular and religious elements, all of
which are in harmony with and essential to the
maintenance of the doctrine of free agency. Neither
substance nor form can impose any significant restriction
on the individual’s freedom to choose. This overriding
imperative categorically circumscribes every doctrine
and practice of the gospel of Jesus Christ. All speculative

Most members have abandoned their
heritage of radical thought on
theological questions and have

substituted hyperactivity for insight-
ful inquiry.

sacrilegious to the core. It would be a blatant denial of that
most sacred of all doctrines and principles, man’s agency.
Each Latter-day Saint will be held accountable for the
amount of knowledge he possesses, and on this he will
ultimately be judged.

If indeed "the unexamined life is not worth living," why
then do the Saints resist so universally such self-
scrutiny.7 It is an error of immense proportion to assume
that raising questions (speculation) about the restored
gospel leads to apostacy. If in fact the gospel of Jesus
Christ embraces all truth regardless of where it is found,
then as seekers we will welcome the challenges and tests
that come from a free exchange of ideas and beliefs.
Revealed truth requires individual initiative, discussion,
and decision regarding all of life’s questions. Particularly
this is true with regard to theological ones.

For the gospel of Jesus Christ speculative theology
serves the same purpose as philosopl’iy of religion serves
f6r the field of philosophy. In saying this, it should not be
assumed that the questions raised by the philosophy of
religion are the same as those raised by speculative
theology in Mormonism. While the questions raised are
similar, they are not identical, and in one sense they are
quite dissimilar. Speculative theology is not necessarily
concerned either with justifying (as do Mormon
apologists) or disparaging (as do the Mormon apostates)
any particular belief, doctrine, or practice of Mormonism,
nor is it concerned solely with the plausibility or
reasonableness (as are some "cafeteria" Mormon
doctrinaires) of the Church’s dogma and teachings. More
specifically, speculative theology tests the Church’s claim
of possessing a special and vitally important knowledge
about the nature of the world and universe and the role of
men and women in them. Properly pursued, it leads not to
agnosticism or atheism. Neither does one have to be an
agnostic or an atheist (as assumed by Mormon
sophisticates) in order to engage in this intellectual
endeavor. No, properly pursued, speculation leads to an
affirmation--a continuing renewal, not destruction,
although a destructive element is present--of one’s faith.
In other works, speculative theology affirms that which it
questions, a role basically foreign to the philosophy of
religion.

Speculative theology is both substance and form. On
one hand it is a composite of a number of fundamental
concepts, individual freedom being the chief cornerstone;

thought that is not monitored by this fundamental belief
fails in the first instance.

The motivational force behind speculative thought is
found in the belief that knowledge in and of itself is
worthy of the effort. Mormons are encouraged to obtain
knowledge, with mortality frequently referred to as a
school. However, the acquisition of knowledge is infinite
and continues eternally beyond the grave. "Knowledge is
power" is a truism frequently expressed by Mormons,
and this doctrine is inextricably tied to the notion that "no
one can be saved in ignorance.’’2 A correlative suggests
that the advantages and benefits of having labored
diligently to acquire knowledge are not reserved for
mortality alone.3

Knowledge makes agency operational by the
progressive expansion of choices. This is the meaning of
the Savior’s instruction in which he said, "If you continue
in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall
know the truth and the truth shall make you free.’’4
Before one can better do, he must better know. The
process is eternal, and this truth holds the key to the
deification of the human personality. Indeed, this one
truth is known. God is omniscient. It is our destiny to be
like him. In summary then, the quest for knowledge must
be pursued with dedication and commitment.

The crucial issue for speculative theology is a general
recognition that in revealed truth God seldom explains
why he commands or instructs as he does. To find out
why becomes our individual search. Our desire to know
why causes unexpected consternations, and at times
agonies. We accept what God has said on faith, the
essential initial step if the journey to eternal life is ever to
begin. However, our progression is minimal if our faith
does not lead to knowledge. Speculative theology
recognizes that knowledge of the truth is always partially
destructive to faith. Scriptural instruction is quite precise
on this matter.5

It is erroneous in the extreme to assume that the
pursuit of knowledge through speculation is to be
avoided because of its destructive qualities. Learning and
growth include and proceed from a destructive element.
This phenomenon is called positive disintegration. To a
greater or lesser degree all knowledge is destructive to
beliefs, faith, and other intangible values. Paradoxically,
knowledge destroys the faith it replaces, calling into
existence the need for a newer and more dynamic faith.
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This new vital faith comes from the application of
knowledge in the process we call living. Because we are
imperfect in our apprehension of knowledge on one hand
and are unable to perfectly apply it to reality on the other,
new questions are raised for which answers are sought.
The cycle is repeated and the continuous application of
this process we call eternal progression.

Substantively speaking, speculative theology avoids

greater portion of the word, until it is given unto him to
know the mysteries of God until he know them in full.

And they that will harden their hearts, to them is
given a lesser portion of the word until they know
nothing concerning his mysteries; and then they are
taken captive by the devil and led by his will down to
destruction. Now this is what is meant by the chains of
hell.9

If the gospel embraces all truth, then
as seekers we will welcome the tests
that come from a free exchange of

ideas.

the usual negativism that accompanies intellectual
inquiry because creative doubt is substituted for
scepticism. Creative doubt proceeds from the converse of
scepticism--doubts arise because sufficient knowledge is
lacking. Scepticism proceeds from the notion that doubts
arise because of what is known. The creative doubter
says, "I doubt because I don’t know,’" and recognizes the
obvious: "I simply do not know everything there is to
know about anything (or everything)." The sceptic says,
"I doubt because I know," and recognizes (at least at the
moment) no possibilities for further knowledge on the
subject.

Creative doubt leads to growth and fulfillment because
it motivates a desire to know the consequences of
continued questioning, inquiring, and applying what we
know to real life.

Concomitantly, and in some ways inextricably, a part
of positive disintegration and creative doubt is the
concept of incrementalism--a general acknowledgement
that learning and growth develop (and disintegrate) step
by step. In the language of the scriptures, it is stated this
way: "For precept must be upon precept, precept upon
precept; line upon line, line upon line; here a little, and
there a little.’’6 More explicit still are the words of Christ
recorded by Nephi, "For behold I will give unto the
children of men line upon line, precept upon precept, here
a little and there a little and blessed are those who hearken
upon my precepts, and lend an ear unto my counsel, for
they shall learn wisdom; for unto him that receiveth I will
give more .... "7 Continuing, Nephi has a word for the
sceptic, "...and from them that shall say, We have
enough, from them shall be taken away even that which
they have."s

The prophet, Alma, speaking of the personalized
nature of learning gospel principles, teaches that truths
will be withheld to the degree that receivers fail to give
"’heed and diligence" to God:

It is given unto many to know the mysteries of God;
nevertheless they are laid under a strict command that
they shall not impart only according to the portion of
his word which he doth grant unto the chidren of men,
according to the heed and diligence which they give
unto him.

And therefore, he that will harden his heart, the
same receiveth the lesser portion of the word; and he
that will not harden his heart, to him is given the

Knowledge is acquired (and lost)incrementally.
However, the key to its retention is found in how, in what
way, and for what reason it is applied in our lives. Activity
multiplied by activity, unquestioningly doing "one’s
duty" without understanding, will not reward nor fulfill,
nor will it sustain faith. All are admonished to learn and
apply diligently that which is known; success will then be
the reward.10 Callings coming to individuals in the
Church, whether General Authorities or local teachers,
are not accompanied with "’appropriate" job descriptions.
And this is as it should be. Personal growth and creative
development of personality are as important as the
efficient functioning of the unit within the Church. The
institution is ever a means, never the end. Thus it can be
truly said that the Church is a hospital for sinners, not a
museum for the saints. If there were no sin you would no
more need the Church--not even the perfect "true"
one--than you would need a hospital--not even a perfect
one--if there were no illness or disease.

One must learn his duty, be creative in its application,
and be guided by the Holy Spirit.11 Thus agency is
preserved and becomes operational; faith is enhanced;
knowledge acquired and applied; success and fulfillment
assured.

Related to the substantive elements of positive
disintegration, creative doubt, and incrementalism are
the epistemological forms, structures, and methods of
speculative theology. The diverse elements of
Mormonism’s epistemology, lacking synthesis, are
scattered randomly within its doctrines and practices.
These, like the substantive elements are meaningful only
as they are circumscribed by the demands of free agency.
The varied concepts embraced by speculative theology
are reason, experience, authority, intuition, and
imagination. In one way or another the structures and
methods of these concepts are products of the mind and
conscience.

Reason
The Ancient Greeks are credited with the discovery of

reason and ever since scholars have taught that the most
distinguishing feature of man is his rational faculty.
Reason has been given wide exposure and definition.
Briefly, it is the mental and/or intellectual processes by
which data, facts, information, etc., are organized into a
systematic order to provide understanding and meaning.
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Reason’s method is logic; its faculty, the mind; and its
process, thinking. This uniquely human capacity for
rational discrimination and decision-making sets man
apart from other of God’s creatures.

The human faculty of the mind, with its facility to
reason, makes free agency meaningful. Through choices
man becomes a moral agent and accountable for his
actions. It has been suggested that we become what we

beginning of mortal experience, birth itself becomes the
crowning event for all. With the uniting of the spiritual
personality (premortal) with a properly suited physical
tabernacle (mortal body), with the addition of each
progressive growth instrumentality (in the first instance,
spiritual, in the second, physical), the human personality
(authentic self) is affected with a synergistic essence, as
well as, capacity. This union accords the individual

Paradoxically, knowledge destroys the
faith it replaces, calling into existence

the need for a newer and more
dynamic faith.

think about.12 Our rational faculties permit us to learn
vicariously, and thus we expand our universe
considerably beyond our experiential world. The mind is
sensitive to stimuli both physical and spiritual. Our
ability to mentally handle enormous amounts of
sophisticated data is truly a marvel. The physical senses
are constantly bombarding the mind with all sorts of
stimuli, and the rational function gives them meaning.
The mind is a storehouse, but mostly it is a place of great
activity, and those that think of the mind only as a data
bank do themselves and others a great injustice.

The mind ought to be continually expanding, growing,
and developing. It is the seat of knowledge, the citadel of
learning, the fountain of truth. Our reason gives us a
vision of what we are and what we can be. It contains the
guidance mechanism that leads us forward; it is the
control center over all other aspects of our personalities.
Its station and relationship to the rest of our faculties are
demonstrated in instructions to Oliver Cowdery: "But
behold, I say unto you, that you must study it out in your
mind; then you must ask me if it be right, and if it is right I
will cause that your bosom shall burn within you;
therefore you shall feel that it is right."’13 (Emphasis mine)
Also the ancient prophet Isaiah recorded that reason is an
attribute of Deity as well as of man and that spiritual
concepts become subject to the demands of reason when
properly applied to mortal reality.14

Beyond this, and of great significance, the mind is the
repository of our will. The mind is intended to be the
power by which our emotions and subconscious drives
are regulated and kept within the bounds of propriety.
Self-control and self-discipline are properly referred to as
mental activities.

Experience
As intelligences all of us were organized (created)

spiritually prior to being born physically into mortality.
God in organizing or creating us provided the spiritual
bodies in which the intelligences reside. As spirit beings
under the direction of God, literally our father through
spiritual creation, we grew, developed, and fulfilled
ourselves until the time appointed for our entrance into
mortality. Through our physical creation, our bodies
became the tabernacles for our spirits, and we entered
mortality by the process we call birth. The gospel of Jesus
Christ gives great import to mortal birth. Not merely the

properties and capabilities that the spirit and the physical
do not possess singly.

Experience in its usual meaning is defined as the
conjunction of perception (physical senses) and reality.
Its method is empirical; its faculty, the senses and the
mind; and its process, observation. In a more formal and
structured way experience translates to experimenta-
tion. Out of our experimentations and experiences come
discoveries of eternal importance. A continuing priority
is to place the physical in subjection to the spiritual. God
has endowed man with reason to assist in the fulfillment
of the desire for temporal salvation. Reason does not
destroy faith; it perfects it and makes the physical laws
our servants, not our masters. Reason makes possible the
command to "subdue the earth.’’is

Authority
Members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

Saints have authorities in abundance.16 Having said this, I
do not suggest they have too many. However, in having
so many, there is always a danger of factionalism and
favoritism. This danger is magnified because of the
proclivity of many Mormons to rely on church activity
and on the insights of others to assuage their doubts.

There is one sense in Mormonism in which authority
has a meaning that is quite precise. It deals with the
delegation of priesthood power from God to man and the
ecclesiastical function of authority in Church order and
liturgy. However, in the epistemological definition of
authority, Mormonism is fraught with much ambiguity
and confusion. Speculative theology plays a very
insightful and meaningful role in helping the individual
find his way in the maze of competing and conflicting
authorities on critical theological issues and questions.

Intuition
The intuitive self is given a great deal of attention in

Mormonism, but it is not properly understood as an
epistemological form. Major among the reasons for
misunderstanding is our failure to recognize the inter-
connectedness of the conscience and inspiration. Stated
another way, intuition, revelation, and inspiration are
unique learning forms, and, as the condition of the mind
determines the knowledge gained from experience, so it
is that the condition of the conscience determines the
knowledge received through intuition. In any discussion
of the conscience, one must understand that, like
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electricity, it is universally recognized but, as yet, no
adequate theory, theological or scientific, of it has
emerged. But one thing is certain. The conscience cannot
be ignored. We have all lived and wrestled with it too long.
The conscience appears as a product of all three major
components of the human personality (intelligence, spirit
body, physical body). The gospel provides important
insights into the meaning of conscience. Notably, there is

toward others. Some authorities would include love. Yet,
whatever specific identity these sensitivities may take,
they are what we call the feelings of the heart. In the
everyday give and take of human experience they are the
source of some of our greatest joys and deepest hurts. In
no way are we more human than in the expression of our
emotional selves.

On the positive side, our emotions and imaginations

Positive day dreaming and creative
imagining are an essential part of the

human personality.

an intertwining of (1) chronological growth (age of
accountability), (2) rational maturation (capacity to sin
directly related to one’s knowledge of an act and its
consequences), and (3) spiritual sensitivity. The method
of intuition is inspiration and revelation, its faculty is the
conscience, and its process is prayer, meditation, and
prophecy. By definition, intuition is the comprehension
and understanding by non-intellectual perception and
means, and by the large such learning resists empirical
verification of the usual sorts. The major device by which
intuition becomes functional is the conscience, and it
would appear that the conscience acts as the receptor of
the Holy Ghost and is very responsive to spiritual as well
as physical stimuli. But, it may further be suggested that
the conscience serves a homeostatic function, a kind of
built-in regulator that provides stability and
interharmony. If we ignore the warning signals of our
conscience, we place our personalities in jeopardy.
Fortunately most people listen to this so-called "still small
voice" most of the time. If this were not so, the human
family would be much sicker than it is. Man, possessing
free agency, may act or exhibit behavior contrary to the
dictates of his conscience, with no apparent effect on his
personality, and for a period of time convince himself, and
others, that he has done himself no harm. But sooner or
later the consequences of his violative acts will become
manifest, revealing just how destructive such behavior
has been.

Imagination
Speculative theology adds to its repertoire of

epistemological forms imagination. Primarily because of
its normative bent, it is only recently that imagination has
been accorded some legitimacy in the theory of
knowledge. It is standard to assign to the imagination an
emotive character, suggesting a process of forming
mental images of the objects of perceptions and]or
thought in the absence of concrete external stimuli.

The human personality is in possession of a great
variety of feelings and sensitivities. Their intensity and
range vary from individual to individual. But it is
generally recognized that our personalities, male and
female, have a large emotional dimension which provides
us with some of our most human and fulfilling
experiences. The emotional component of the human
personality contains our capacity for sympathy,
empathy, friendship, and all feelings that reach out

have inspired some of our greatest human efforts in art,
literature, philosophy, theology, and music. On the
negative side, they have produced great tragedy and
human suffering. Yet this is not sufficient reason to
malign fantasy and daydreaming and relegate them to the
emotional scrap heap. Positive daydreaming and creative
imagining are an essential part of the human personality
and, controlled through the application of gospel
principles, should inspire us to make the world a more
beautiful and rewarding place to live. These most basic of
human qualities will make us "God-like" and "Christ-
like." Without the guiding principles of the gospel of Jesus
Christ, it could be argued that the emotions potentially
will be a greater source for evil than for good.
Nevertheless, fantasy can brighten, uplift and inspire
creative productivity, and awaken the restorative powers
of the worth of self and others.

Speculative theology is essential and its substance and
form critical to a progressive life style. It inspires by the
questions it raises; it fulfills and rewards by the answers it
produces; it makes for a creative and exciting existence
with consequences reaching into the eternities.
Speculative theology produces a more dynamic faith and
awakens deep within our souls a primal longing for that
eternal reunion with Father whereby we may know all
that he knows, do all that he does, and be all that he is.

Notes

1. Doctrine & Covenants 63:32-34
2. Ibid., 131:6
3. Ibid., 130:18-19
4. Jol4n 8:31-32
5. Ahna 32:17-27; Joseph Smith 2.
6. Isaiah 28:10
7. II Nephi 28:30
8. Ibid.
9. Alma 12:9-11
10. Doctrine & Covenants 107:99-100
11. Ibid., 121:45-46; 20:45
12. Proverbs 23:7
13. Doctrine ~ Covenants Section 9
14. Isaiah 1:18-19
15. Genesis 1:28
16. The standard works, scripture, are the Bible, Book of Mormon, Pearl of
Great Price, and Doctrine & Covenants. The words and instructions from
general and local authorities, while not scripture, are of great
importance as sources of authority.

T. EUGENE SHOEMAKER teaches in the government department of
California State University at Sacramento. He is also bishop of the
Arden Ward, Sacramento California East Stake.
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FRANKLIN SPENCER
SPALDING ONz 

MORMONISM: I

DOCUMENTARY
APPROACH

S ince the earliest days of its existence, the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has often been
negatively perceived in the public mind. Nine-

teenth century attitudes toward the Saints were usually
based on sensational accounts of Mormon theocracy,
communitarianism, and, especially, plural marriage.
Similar prejudices were promoted in the first decade of this
century when exposes of the "Mormon menace" were
published in various "muckraking" magazines including
Pearson’s, McClure’s, and Cosmopolitian.

The effects of this journalism crossed the Atlantic and
caused the English to have negative impressions of the
Church as well. As James B. Allen and Glen M. Leonard
have written, British religious and political leaders upset
"by the erosion of Victorian moral standards.., decided to
let Mormonism represent the evils of immoral living, and
rumors of the survival of plural marriage became a central
theme in their lectures, rallies, movies and novels."1 Even
as late as the 1920’s, such films as Trapped by the Mormons,
portrayed LDS missionaries as "mesmeric villans who
would stop at nothing to delude the fair young women of
England and lure them away to Utah."2

In light of this, it is interesting to examine an exchange of
letters between a British Anglican, Wm. Seelly, and
Franklin Spencer Spalding, Episcopal Bishop of Utah. The
letters, which are housed at the University of Utah Special
Collections department, not only reveal the state of mind
of many British clergymen toward the Mormons but also
document the efforts of one American minister who--
though opposed to Mormonism and committed to
exposing what he considered its fallacies--believed that
critics of the Mormon Church should base their examina-
tions on fact and not on emotionalism.

July 5, 1910
Yorkshire, England

My Lord,
At the request of...Ripon Diocese, I venture...to

approach your Lordship with an earnest appeal for any
sort of information as to the effect upon women of the
teachings of the so-called "Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints". Very active steps are taken here
by... agents of this sect to win adherents, and many
women converts leave our large manufacturing towns
for unknown destinations, and mystery surrounds
what becomes of them, what the inducements togo may
be, and what "religious" doctrines they are ultimately
taught.

I say ultimately taught because the first and public
teachings of this sect are little more open to objection
than those of other sects. Their printed matter and
public-square preachings are specious and guarded.

We are aware of the origins, tenets, and subsequent
history of this sect; and its agents have been challenged

by John R. Sillito
to deny (1) that it teaches, either publically or privately,
polygamy to be God’s will for men: (2) that if they deny
this, that they are pledged, and pledge others to believe
it: (3) that Mormons would practice polygamy or its
equivalent publically today if USA law did not penalize
the practice.

To (1) and (2) we have obtained only grudging replies.
Mr. [Charles W.] Penrose...denies that polygamy is
taught, but evades the question as to the obligation to
believe in it. He declares that the Mormon Church
entirely forbids, by recent "revelation", the practice of
polygamy privately, and that the stringency of USA law
and USA officials makes any such practice impossible ....

...we are most anxious, before taking thoughtful
action, to ascertain:

I Whether or not this sect really is, today, free from
suspicion of any kind, of tampering with women
converts in matters sexual, especially after obtaining
control and influence over them abroad?

II Whether the subsequent life (and practices) of
Mormon converts in Mormon homes etc., justifies their
contention that it is so?

III Or, whether, on the other hand, we are ourselves
justified in taking measures against Mormonism, and in
warning our women against its incessant efforts to
proselytize?

We confess to a present belief that this task is our
duty, because either secretly or openly, Mormonism
upholds polygamy as a religious duty, at least in its belief
and teaching, and possibly in its secret practices of
"religion"....

Are we... justified in this belief, or do we wrong these men in
suspecting them?

Your Lordship will observe that we concern ourselves
entirely with Mormon influence on Christian womenm
the broad general question of sexual relations is not
touched.

This limitation of our interest to Christians is
designed (1)...to clear the ground from other than
Christian fundamentals (2) because we conceive it
possible, that Mormon Elders may satisfy a [Christian]
woman’s conscience by appeals made to her in the name
of our Lord and soon effect her seduction as an act of
self-sacrifice to Him, and extol her as a martyr to the
exegencies of the "evil USA law", when she seeks a
public recognition of a secret "religious" union.

If the Mormon agents are to be relied upon, their
p~rsistent and emphatic denials here, that any of these
suspicions are justified, would seem to make any further
action superfluous. But the fact remains that women
from the moment of their conversion to Mormonism
have their lips sealed concerning any matter referring to
their new religious environment, and this in itself
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"Is this sect really free from suspicion of
tampering with women converts in
matters sexual?"

suggests peculiar dangers as underlying their future,
especially with the undeniable antecedents of Mormon-
ism prominent in the background.

It is, moreover, well known that our millhands have
weary lives, little prospect of alleviation, only few joys
and colours to brighten them, and, in consequence our
ill-taught and unwary sisters are readily suseptible to
allurements such as Utah "emigration agents" spread
before them. Indeed the very risk forms no small
attraction to such girls as ours.

...we earnestly and respectfully beg for your...
advice and guidance on the following points as well as
those mentioned above.

I Is this "Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints" free from suspicion that it inculcates or practices
un-Christian relations sexually with women?

II What facts may we advance by way of warning
our women against the agents of the "Church of Jesus
Christ?"

III Can any of these facts be founded on official
evidence, e.g., the Mormon birthrate in comparison
with its registered marriages--the punishments of
Mormons in penitentiaries etc.

IV Is there any suspicion, or evidence prompting
suspicion, that religious secret ceremonies are made to
evade the civil law, and so religiously to sanction illicit
unions of women with one Mormon?

Our apologies for troubling your Lordship at such
length, but.., we keep the subject open in the interests
of public morality and in anxiety as to the fate of
Christian emigrants to Mormon homes ....

I have the honor to be Your Lordship’s
faithful servant in Christ

Win. Seelly3

Spalding’s first contact with Mormonism came in 1905
when he became Bishop of the Diocese of Utah. Shortly
after his arrival in Salt Lake City, he began studying the
Mormon standard works. After that he turned his
attention to the writings of John A. Widtsoe, James E.
Talmage, B. H. Roberts, and others. He became conversant
with much of the anti-Mormon literature of the day. His
study of Mormonism was complemented by his contacts
with many Church members both in the hierarchy and on
the local level, as he traveled throughout his diocese.
Spalding viewed his bishop’s role as twofold: to seek the
"enlightenment and conversion not simply of Mormons,
but of Mormonism,"4 and to educate his follow Episcopa-
lians about Mormon theology and contemporary condi-
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tions in Utah from a position of knowledge and fairness.
This two-fold approach is clear in his response to Seelly.

Manoach, Grousemount Station
Bailey, P. O. Colo.

Rev. Win. Seely July 29, ’10
My Dear Sir

I am very grateful to you for you letter .... It is most
imperative that you should have accurate information
because the Mormon takes advantage of all misrepre-
sentation. If he is able to deny one false charge against
his system, he feels that he has completely vindicated it
and persuades others that all criticism is false. With
reference to Mr. Penrose and the information he has
given you, I am sending you a book of his which is on
sales now in Salt Lake, and which will give you a fair idea
of Mormon Theology. On pages 66-67 you will find Mr.
Penrose’s real belief about marriage. He is himself a
polygamist and like other polygamists believes in it. And
yet, the practice of polygamy is...dying out. The
younger generation of Mormons do not want to practice
it, and the belief is therefore theoretical rather than
practical.

Taking as their basis St. Luke X-1...one order of
ministers.., is called "the Seventies". This is the
missionary order and... 1800-2400 of its members are
assigned to foreign duty. Most of these foreign
missionaries are young men who go to make a record for
themselves. Their duty is to give people everywhere a
good impression of Mormonism, to secure adherents
who shall become emigrants to Utah and to confirm
themselves in the Mormon faith. The leaders know that
if a man can be made to say anything enough times, and
be subject to a degree of opposition while saying it, it will
make a bigot of him. In the case of the Mormon
missionary this result usually follows. I feel very sure
that there is no deliberate attempt to convert young
women. Indeed, if they can take their choice, they would
rather secure as converts men and families because all
Mormons pay tithes to the head of the Church and men
with families would pay more in tithes than young
women. Nor is it true that these women converts are
used for immoral purposes, nor are they made plural
wives. That has not happened except in very exceptional
cases for the last ten years or more. If more female
converts are made than male converts it is because the
young, well-dressed, glib Mormon missionary appeals
more strongly to young women than anyone else. And,
as you say, the.., uninteresting lot of your working girls
makes his description of the free life and personal
freedom of the western part of the U.S. especially
attractive. The foreigners who come to Utah are well
cared for. The young women find employment in stores
and as domestic servants at good wages. Those who
wish to own land are assisted in settling on land either
owned by the Mormon Church--for they own large
tracts--or on public lands which under easy terms may
be had from the government, and money is loaned them
at fair interest to buy equipment. In return for this they
must be good loyal members of the church and pay their
tithes. They are a sociable people. In a new town even
before they build a meeting house they erect a dance hall
where two or three times a week dances are held. The
Bishop (there are 700 Bishops in Utah) opens and



closes.., with prayer. In this way the young people are
thrown together and early marriages are encouraged.
Possibly moral conditions are not always what they
ought to be and yet they are probably not much worse in
Utah than elsewhere. This then is your answer to your I
question as to the Mormon teaching and practice in sex
relations.

III There are still in Utah and in the Mormon
colonies in Alberta, Canada and Mexico possibly 800
polygamous households. At first the law was strictly
enforced and all polygamists fined and jailed. But it was
found that this procedure strengthened rather than
weakened polygamy. It made martyrs and heroes of
those whom it was intended to disgrace. Those
prosecutions have therefore been stopped and polyg-
amy is slowly but surely dying out. By the highest
estimate not more than 120 plural marriages have been
entered into since 1892 [sic] when a manifesto
suspending its practice was issued by the President of
the Mormon Church. Those who before that time had
entered into polygamy--by a tacit agreement are not
disturbed, and I believe in twenty years at the farthest
polygamy will be a thing of the past.

II I believe your best method of warning your
women is to help them see clearly what a crude-
distorted-improbable religion Mormonism really is and
to disillusionize them as to the milk and honey picture of
Utah life the enthusiastic young missionary gives them.
I am informed by one who knows that 70% of the
emigrants who come to Utah are sadly disappointed.
You can assure them that there are no better chances for
them in Utah than in the British colonies or other
western states and you can point out that though the
money loaned them at 6% seems a liberal and generous
proposal--they must remember the tithing which
makes the interest 16%.

IV As to the mysterious secret ceremonies in the
Mormon Temple, I am sure that today these are
superstitious and silly rather than immoral. The
Mormon believes in what he calls "celestial marriage". In
the Temple, men and women are married not until
death parts them but "for time and eternity". As they
believe in the literal resurrection of the flesh, they assert
that children are begotten in the other world as this.
Since unmarried women can not inherit the highest
glory, maidens who die unmarried or those not
fortunate enough to secure men in this life, may in one
of the four temples be "sealed" to either dead or living
men and in the future life where no U.S. law will
prevent, they will enjoy the blessings of matrimony and
win a higher degree of glory. One other rite is practiced
in the Temple, i.e. "Baptism for the Dead". I Cor. XV:29
is their proof text. Since only those who are baptized can
attain even the lowest glory and only Mormon baptism
is valid, the living can be baptized for the dead. True
Mormons assert that Christ will come to the earth for
1000 years before the day of judgement, that he will
bring with him a list of the entire human family and that
they will spend the 1000 years being baptized by proxy
for everybody and so accomplish universal salvation. I
think you will agree with me that such ceremonies are
hardly worth coming to America to enjoy. If converts in
England who have been partially taken into the
Mormon Church refuse to talk about it, it is because

Spaulding saw his role as seeking the
"enlightenment and conversion not
simply of Mormons, but of Mormonism."

they are taught to think of their baptism vows as
induction into a secret order.

... Please do not hesitate to ask any other questions,
and if any of your people come to Utah please send me
their names and if possible their proposed address so
that our missionaries may look them up and if they need,
assist them. Though I am sure that you will agree with
me that in this case prevention is better than the cure.

yours faithfully,
F. S. Spalding6

Spalding was not an apologist for the Mormons. He did,
however, believe that examinations of the LDS faith
should be based on fairness, rationality and accurate
information and not on emotionalism. His efforts in this
regard earned him the respect if not the agreement of
many Mormons. B. H. Roberts, for example, called him"an
honorable opponent" who had the ability of "making a
distinction between what he regarded as the error in the
beliefs of people and the people themselves."7

Though Bishop Spalding is most generally remembered
today for his critical study of the abilities of the Prophet
Joseph Smith as a translator, using the Book of Abraham
plates as a test case, these letters indicate that Spalding was
a student of Mormonism who sought to educate his fellow
co-religionists as to the true nature of Mormonism.8
Moreover, by looking through the eyes of a knowledgable
non-Mormon, we are able to gain a better understanding
today of the attitudes of some toward the Church in a
crucial period.
Notes
1. James B. Allen and Glen M. Leonard, Thestory of the Latter-day Saints (Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book, 1979), p. 473.
2. Ibid., pp. 505-506
3. Wm. Seely to Franklin Spencer Spalding, 5 July 1910, Episcopal
Diocese of Utah Papers, University of Utah, Marriott Library, Special
Collections, Salt Lake City, Utah.
4. John Howard Melish, Franklin Spencer Spalding, Man and Bishop (New
York: MacMillan, 1917), p. 176.
5. Spalding refers to Charles W. Penrose, Mormon Doctrine Plain and Simple
(Salt Lake City: George Q. Cannon & Sons, 1897).
6. Franklin Spencer Spalding to Wm. Seelly, 29 July 1910, Episcopal
Diocese of Utah Papers, University of Utah, Marriott Library, Special

Collections, Salt Lake City, Utah.
7. The Utah Survey, December 1914, p. 14.

8. Franklin Spencer Spalding, Joseph Smith It. As A Translator (Salt Lake
City: Arrow Press, 1912).

JOHN R. SILLITO is a graduate of the University of Utah and is
currently on the faculty of Weber State University in Ogden.
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p ublished by a national publisher in March, in
itself a rare event for a Mormon book, The
Mormon Experience had already gone into its second

printing in July with a British edition scheduled for
September. It has also received national attention from
reviewers--and that attention has been consistently
commendatory.

For example, Publishers’ Weekly said, "This superb
history of the Mormons is everything a religious history
ought to be and seldom is." The San Francisco Chronicle
called it "an important book.., not for the casual reader
who wants only a casual treatment." ’ The Los Angeles
Times described it as "an impressive Mormon history,
refreshingly different in its vantage point. Too often
anti-Mormon histories have been biased and pro-
Mormon histories have left out too much." Saturday
Review praised the authors for"not shrink[ing] from the

controversial," then noted, "unfortunately, if under-
standably, they grow noticeably discreet when touching
upon present-day conditions.., blink away the Mormon
patriarchy and say, ’Women work within the Church on
an equal basis with men.’ " (Leonard Arrington,
discussing the kinds of reviews the book has received so
far, called this last mild comment the most negative note
so far and ruefully acknowledged: "He’s right; we
worked awfully hard to make the chapter on women
look as good as it did.")

But that good is very good. That chapter on women,
along with Mormonism’s appeals to its converts,
marriage and family patterns, and the nineteenth
century ward, are my favorites in the book. Written for a
general audience that is not presumed to be knowledge-
able about the Church, the book is divided into three
general time-periods: beginnings, the Utah period, and
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the modern church. Within each division are several
topical chapters that survey the historical events and
probe in greater detail some of the interesting
challenges and problems presented by each period. This
double approach means some overlapping.: plural
marriage is discussed from five different aspects in five
different chapters, but the index helpfully includes
them all with subject annotations. In each chapter, a
wealth of facts is organized into a lucid statement
expressed in a clear and often graceful style.

But the book’s greatest strength for me lay in another
area. It teaches, patiently and carefully, a historical
method. For example, in the chapter on "creative
adjustment" following the Church’s renunciation of
polygamy, a cooperative economy, and isolationism, the
authors single out the interrelated issues of education
and intellectualism as a subject the Church now had the
time and resources to turn itself to. They focus on
Brigham H. Roberts as an advocate of excellent
education and as the author of "perhaps the most
significant product of a Mormon mind in the first half of
the twentieth century." Equally significant is the
information that this work was never published. One
immediately wonders why not, but the reason has
already been discreetly suggested in the previous
paragraph: "He frequently took a broader view of its
[Mormonism’s] place in the heavenly scheme of things
than did some of his colleagues." Roberts’ not-entirely-
welcome theological speculations lead directly to their
discussion of intellectualism below the General
Authority level and the still-painful subject of four BYU
professors educated at eastern universities, three of
whom were fired for teaching higher criticism and the
theory of evolution. After recounting what happened,
the authors summarize: "The trauma could have been
worse; there were no books banned, no excommunica-
tions or schisms. No official Church position was taken
with regard to evolution or higher criticism...The
prerogatives of the Church’s priesthood leaders were
affirmed, but not without adverse repercussions. BYU
gained an anti-intellectual reputation that persisted for
several years. To many Saints the academic world
became suspect; professions in the life sciences,
religious studies, and philosophy were especially
distrusted."

This example shows four consistent characteristics of
the Arrington-Bitton approach: (1) they provide a
context for events--not only what was happening in the
broader secular world (the first two chapters on Joseph
Smith are brilliant in this regard) but alsoon the internal
climate of the Church. (2) They voluntarily bring upand
candidly discuss a conspicuous problem associated with
that topic area including, invariably, reasons why it
might have happened thus (the Mountain Meadows
episode is another brilliant example). (3) They steadily
refuse to sensationalize either the Church’s mistakes or
those of outside entities. (the analysis of mob activities is
a vivid example of tone control) and (4) They evaluate
the significance of an event and its outcome, both
positive and negative. By the time this method is applied
to every time period and major problem of Church

history, the reader has absorbed some principles of
historiography that assume fairness, non-defensive-
ness, and respect for the facts as major. The same
evidence, no doubt, could have concluded in accusation;
it has often enough before now in the hands of others.
But as a committed Latter-day Saint, like the authors, I
appreciate an approach that pays faith the quiet
compliment of linking it unanxiously with the truth.

Here are some of the questions they deal with:
Was Joseph Smith involved in money-digging

activities?
How seriously should his claims about the Book of

Mormon be taken?
What is the theological relationship between

submission and inferiority in the relationships
between men and women in the Church7

Where does the Church get its money and how
much does it really have?

What is’ the relationship between the institutional
Church and the individual member?

Why did early converts find this strange new
religion appealing? What motives prompted them to
leave their homelands?

How serious were the persecutions in New York,
Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois and why did the Saints
arouse such hatred?

How did the doctrine of plural marriage develop?
And how did it work--theologically, institutionally,
and personally--for the men and women involved in
it? How widespread was it and what is its effect
today?
The list could extend indefinitely; and even when I

found myself disagreeing with details, I found myself
satisfied with the approaches and methodology. Are
there things I didn’t like about the book? Yes. The photo
section--though commendably balanced between
historical and contemporary views, between men and
women as leaders, and quite as handsome as the rest of
this beautifully designed volume--did not provide
adequate captions to explain why these particular items
had been chosen and did not identify either the
photographer or the archives in which the photographs
could be found. The authors also had a habit of
identifying a quotation generically rather than
specifically. For instance, one heartrending quotation
shows us Brigham Young, weeping at the frozen feet of
the children and the body of the mother on a handcart
newly arrived in Salt Lake City. It would have gained
added poignancy if the authors had identified the writer
as "Mary Goble Pay, then a twelve-year-old convert
from England" instead of "one of the arriving party."

Those who are historians will need to analyze
whether the body of evidence has been used accurately;
those who are nonmembers will need to discuss how
they, the primary audience, respond to it. But for me, it is
one of a handful of Mormon histories and biographies
that promotes my faith because it honors the truth.

--Lavina Fielding Anderson

LAVINA FIELDING ANDERSON is a freelance writer and historical
researcher in Salt Lake City.
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AN INTERVIEW
WITH LEONARD ARRINGTON AND DAVIS BITTON

TDe Mormon Experience by Leonard J. Arringtonand
avis Bitton is a new book which will fill a unique

niche on the expanding shelves of books and articles
about Mormons. Released by a national publisher, the
volume is intended as an introduction for those who are
unfamiliar with Mormonism. The book is arranged
topically rather than narratively which allows the
authors to discuss chosen topics in some depth. Several
of these topical discussions provide the first systematic
chapter-length summaries of the designated subjects in
the published literature, and thus the book becomes an
important resource for professional and avocational
students of Mormonism as well as the novice.

These include the chapters on the appeals of

Mormonism, the persecution of the Mormons treated in
the context of the American vigilante tradition, the
system of plural marriage in the larger context of the
Mormon family, the significance of the Mormon ward,
the Church’s relationship to business and a summary of
business interests, the Church after the Manifesto, and
the Church demands on a contemporary family--official
and unofficial ("unsponsored sector").

Because of the unique appeals and pretentions of The
Mormon Experience , whatever the book’s limitations and
shortcomings, Sunstone is printing the following
interview with the authors conducted in early August
1979.
SUNSTONE: Why did you decide to write the book, The
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Mormon Experience? And why did you decide on a
collaboration?
ARRINGTON: When I was visiting professor of western
history at UCLA in 1966-67, I received a letter from
Alfred Knopf, the New York Publisher, indicating his
feeling, shared with other historians, that the greatest
single gap in western historical literature was a good one-
volume history of the Mormons. Because of Great Basin
Kingdom, I suppose, I had been recommended as the one to
write it. I replied that I would be interested provided the
Church would allow me unrestricted access to the
material in the Church Archives. (At the time scholars
were not given unrestricted access.) I wrote a letter to the
First Presidency explaining the project arid received a
reply saying that they fully approved and were
instructing Joseph Fielding Smith, Church Historian, to
give me unrestricted use of the Church Archives.

When I left UCLA to return to Utah State University in
the fall of 1967, I began touse every available"free"dayin
the Church Archives going through the records. It
became clear that the material was so massive that I
would not be able to do the project in a short period of
time. There was so much material which had not
previously been examined by scholars.

When I was appointed Church Historian in 1972 1 had
not yet begun any writing. I wrote a letter to the First
Presidency indicating I would need to use a part of my
office time as Church Historian and some time from the
staff and secretaries of the History Division in order to
complete the book. They gave me approval to do this.
Subsequently I asked Alfred Knopf for permission to
permit Davis Bitton to be collaborator on the project, and
he was glad to do this. Davis and I then outlined possible
chapters and began doing drafts, each assuming
responsibility for roughly half of them. We asked some
staff members to write task papers on those chapters
where much research in documentary material was still
necessary. However, we want to make clear that the book
as it stands has gone through our typewriters at least
three times and so it represents primarily our own
writing and appraisal of the historical facts.

One other thing needs to be mentioned. One of the
assignments given to the History Division when we were
organized in 1972 was to prepare a one-volume narrative
history of the Church intended primarily for members of
the Church. Brothers James Allen and Glen Leonard
prepared this outstanding volume, subsequently
published by Deseret Book and titled The Story of the Latter-
day Saints. Our own volume was intended for a national
market and a national publisher and we designed it to be
more topical than narrative. We chose topics that needed
to be understood by nonmembers interested in LDS
history.

SUNSTONE: Were there any strings attached to your
"’unrestricted access" to the Church Archives.2

ARRINGTON: No, there were not. I’d been active in the
Church all along and I suppose the Brethren had
confidence in me as a dedicated Church member and as a
reliable and trustworthy historian.

SUNSTONE: How has the book been received by
nonmembers, lay people in the Church, scholars, and
Church officals ?

ARRINGTON: Fortunately, it is being received in
precisely the way we had hoped. Libraries around the
country are purchasing the book and placing it in their
Mormon collections. Universities are placing it on their
reading lists. It’s receiving good reviews in both popular
and scholarly magazines. So we feel that it is accomplish-
ing its intended purpose--to give a straightforward,
honest, friendly account of the Mormons for people who
are not well acquainted with our literature and history.

BITTON: There will be criticisms, of course, and we have
had intimations already that some people think that we’re
a little too pro-Mormon. Some reviews use statements
like "these are dedicated Mormons and, as one would
expect, the story is not hostile to the Church. But on the
other hand it has remarkable balance." Others say that
we should have had more on this subject or that subject.

ARRINGTON: Or that it should have been more
narrative and less topical.

BITTON: One reviewer said that the treatment of the
twentieth century wasn’t very interesting; others have
said that they are delighted with the later chapters.
Generally speaking, having admitted little elements of
criticism, we’ve been surprised and delighted at the
positive reaction.

ARRINGTON: The thing that’s pleased us most is that
we seem to get an equally favorable reaction from non-
Mormons, lay Mormons, lower echelon leadership, and
higher echelon leadership. We haven’t had any important
criticism or unfavorable comment from any of those four
groups.

SUNSTONE: You dealt with some subjects which had
not been previously treated in literature about Mormons.
How did you decide on the chapter topics?

BITTON: We just pooled our own ideas and outlined a
series of topics. Some of them were fairly obvious, like
persecution. We felt there should be a discussion of
polygamy and later decided to diffuse it a bit and make it
more intelligible by putting it into the context of the
chapter on eternal marriage, which had a longer
continuity than just polygamy. Some of the chapters we
had planned just didn’t seem to pan out too well. They
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either were not interesting or just didn’t seem to
contribute to the balance of the book.
SUNSTONE: What were some of the chapters dropped?

BITTON: We originally had a discussion of the
development of doctrine, a chapter on the missionary
program, and maybe one or two others. Some were
written as single chapters and parts of them later merged
into other chapters. We also decided that a good chapter
on the Mormon ward would be beneficial not because this
was obvious, but because our audience would be
unfamiliar with this important aspect of the Mormon
experience. It is quite crucial to interested readers to
know what a ward is and how it affects our lives. We chose
to treat the nineteenth century ward, but much of what
we say continues to be true of the later wards. "Mormon
women" was a timely topic and so we have a chapter on
that. We felt that "finances" was one of those things that
many people hear about the Church today, and so we
treated that subject.

SUNSTONE: Why did you include a whole chapter on the
"unsponsored sector"7 We thought that was brave, and
encouraging too.

BITTON: We thought that to understand the totality of
the Mormon experience it was erroneous to assume that
everything had to take place within the bounds of the
official Church program. We didn’t know of any
treatment that had started from that perspective and so
we think we did something valuable in informing the
national audience, not only about the Mormon Church,
but about Mormon activity in a private capacity.

SUNSTONE: You mentioned that you decided to drop a
chapter that you were considering on the development of
doctrine. Why?

BITTON: Well, there are various reasons. One is that the
average lay-reader who is going to read a single book
about the Mormons is probably not interested in the
intricacies of theology, let alone theological development
or the differences between Orson Pratt and James E.
Talmage. We did include some theology, if you can call it
that. That is, we tried to get across several of the basic
beliefs of our religion. The chapters on the appeals of
Mormonism and the creative adjustment that occurred in
the early 20th century deal with this topic to some extent.
There’s still a great field to be explored, but this book was
probably not the right place to do it.

SUNSTONE: How would you relate this book to other
histories that have been done? Do you have any concept
of its place now and in the future?

BITTON: We hope it’s around for a while. I don’t think
any history book really is definitive in the strict sense of

that word, but I don’t anticipate this will be superceded
very soon. It does several specific things that no other
treatment does. And if those things are important to the

SUNSTONE: What unique contributions did each of you
make to the book?

ARRINGTON: We started from different backgrounds
in history. My training and experience had been primarily
with economic and social history. Davis’s specialty has
been early modern European history, and so he has a
marvelous background in religious, intellectual, and
social history. Each 6f us had done intensive research on
certain aspects of Church history that the other hadn’t.
We have different writing styles. In the end, each of us
reworked the drafts of the other person, so both had
input on the content and style of every chapter. We hope
the merger is therefore clearer and more succinct.

BITTON: I think it’s important in a collaboration that
there be some kind of empathy. You can’t be at
loggerheads all the time just arguing over details or
phraseology. We seem to have a capacity for relating and
benefiting from one another--I think the fact that we’re
both from southern Idaho helps out on that.

ARRINGTON: And both equally dedicated to the
Church, both equally dedicated to historical truth.

SUNSTONE: Speaking of historical truth, how do you
decide how much or how little to include when you have
had unlimited access to primary documents?

ARRINGTON: The writing of history is obviously a
process of selection. We could write a ten-volume topical
history of the Church, or we could write one volume, or
we could write a pamphlet of thirty pages. In doing any of
these, how much does one devote to given topics? How
much does one devote, let’s say, to the Danites? One
paragraph? One line? This involves judgment, it involves
long experience with people and with historical writing; it
also involves prayerfulness, intense thought, a lot of
discussion. No one can ever write down everything that
he finds, because he has to decide which things are
essential to telling the story and which aren’t. Is it
important to mention that the Prophet Joseph Smith had
a rather prominent nose? Is it important to mention that
the Prophet had plural wives sealed to him before his
death? Is it important to mention how many children or
wives Brigham Young had? Answering such questions
involves making a judgment. I don’t know that there’s any
simple statement as to how we decided to write so much
and no more. Certainly our goal was to present a truthful
picture, so we didn’t want to leave out anything that
would convey wrong impressions.
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BITTON: Any history is a selection from a vast reservoir
of possible details and facts and documents that you
might include.’So our task here was no different than any
history. The basis of the selection is always the criterion
of relevance, whether it’s explicit or implicit, whether it’s
recognized or unrecognized. But the term relevance
doesn’t mean a great deal by itself; one has to say relevant
to what? Joseph Smith’s nose might be quite relevant to
understanding Joseph Smith; it is conceivable that a
psychiatrist might have quite a lot to say about the
importance of a prominent nose on a person’s self-image.
Very early we had to make it clear to ourselves that we
were not writing a biography of Joseph Smith, not a
biography of Brigham Young; we were writing a history
of the LDS Church and the Mormon people. So all kinds
of things that would be relevant for purposes of
biography we excluded. There’s also the question of how
much space you spend on a subject once you decide to
include it. The Mountain Meadows Massacre would be an
example of this. We never for one moment contemplated
excluding the Mountain Meadows Massacre from our
history. That would be unthinkable. But to critics who
think we should have devoted a whole chapter to the
event, we simply say that our best judgment of the
relative importance it had is reflected in the amount of
space we devoted to it. We treated it as a phase of the Utah
War. We don’t whitewash it, we don’t try to be apologetic,
but we do make a judgment of proportion.

Persons with different specialties have intimated that
we should have devoted much more space to this or that.
For example, someone thought we should have devoted
more space to Negro slavery in pioneer Utah. This was a
person who had done some specific research on that. Well,
the number of Negro slaves in pioneer Utah can be
counted on the fingers of two hands, just about. We did
devote a chapter to Native Americans. Their importance
to the Church in Utah was such that we thought that a
whole chapter was needed.

SUNSTONE: Why did you conclude with Richard Poll’s
symbolic Iron Rod and Liahona Mormons analogy?
ARRINGTON: We wanted people to understand that"in
my Father’s house are many mansions." Faithful and
active Latter-day Saints include both intellectuals and
non-intellectuals, liberals as well as conservatives. There
are members of many categories in the Church, all
believers and doers.
SUNSTONE: How would you each describe the
relationship between faith and history?
ARRINGTON: I have never felt any conflict between
maintaining my faith and writing historical truth. If one
sticks to historical truth that shouldn’t damage his faith in
any way. The Lord doesn’t require us to believe anything

that’s untrue. My long interest in Mormon history (I’ve
been working in it for 33 years) has only served to build
my testimony of the gospel and I find the same thing
happening to other Latter-day Saint historians as well.
This does not mean that one doesn’t have to make
difficult judgments on relevancy. If a historian has access
to private or confidential information, does he have the
right to reveal it publicly? If he knows certain things
because of an ecclesiastical position he has held, or if he’s
examined letters that were written to the First
Presidency as personal confessions, does he have the
right to reveal the information it contains? I don’t believe
he does. One must respect the rights of privacy--the
rights of confidentiality.
BITTON: What’s potentially damaging orchallenging to
faith depends entirely, I think, on one’s expectations, and
not necessarily history. Any kind of experience can be
shattering to faith if the expectation is such that one is not
prepared for the experience. A person can join the
Church with a totally unrealistic mind picture of what it
means to be a Mormon or to be in a Mormon ward. To go
into a real Mormon ward where there are children crying
and where there are uninformed comments made in
Sunday School classes can be damaging to that person’s
faith. This is not just an imaginary example. Apersoncan
be converted to the Church in a distant part of the globe
and have great pictures of Salt lake City, the temple
looming large in the center of the city. Here we have our
home teaching in nice little blocks and we all go to church
on Sunday, they believe. It won’t take very many hours or
days before the reality of experiencing Salt Lake City can
be devastating to a person with those expectations. The
problem is not the religion; the problem is the incongruity
between the expectation and the reality.

History is similar. One moves into the land of history,
so to speak, and finds shattering incongruities which can
be devastating to faith. But the problem is with the
expectation, not with the history. One of the jobs of the
historians and of educators in the Church, who teach
people growing up in the Church and people coming into
the Church, is to try to see to it that expectations are
realistic. The Lord does not expect us to believe lies. We
believe in being honest and true, as well as chaste and
benevolent. My experience, like that of Leonard, has not
been one of having my faith destroyed. I think my faith
has changed and deepened and become richer and more
consistent with the complexity of human experience.
This is what the Lord wants me todo in life--to growand
develop in this way. Perhaps the only answer to a
question about faith and history is to say that we are
examples of people who know a fair amount about
Mormon history and still have strong testimonies of the
gospel.
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Persecution
I sit and laugh, and rejoice exceedingly
when I see persecution: I care no more
about i.t than I do about the whistling of
the north wind, the croaking of the
crane that flies over my head, or the
crackling of the thorns under the pot.
The Lord has a!! things in his hand;
there let it come, for it will give me
experience.

--Brigham Young

Questions for Discussion
Why did the Mormons arouse such
active hostility, even among those who
began as friends (the citizens of
northern Missouri~ for example)? To
what extent were the Mormons
responsible for the hostilities?

What beliefs or sentiments shared by
most Missouri and Illinois frontiersmen
were questioned and threatened by the
zealously gathering Mormons? What
shared beliefs predisposed the original
settlers to respond in the way they did
to the Mormons?

Conversely, what Mormon beliefs
made confrontation with non-believing
neighbors likely if not inevitable?

What part did community and religious
leaders (of both Mormon and non-
Mormon groups) play in either
authorizing or failing to condemn
violent solutions to conflicts?

Who were the Mormons and non-
Mormons who mobilized any violent
confrontations? What tools (rhetoric,
organizations, etc.) were used to
accomplish such mobilization? Did
community leaders ever participate?

Who were the members of the "mobs"?

How did both Mormons and non-
Mormons rationalize confrontations
which did take place?

How did the excesses of both Mormons
and non-Mormons fall into the
American vigilante tradition?
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Summaries on Group Violence
Two essays from books listed in the
bibliography on crowds and violence
provide information which could be
used as background for discussions on
how mob violence and other destruc-
tive behavior occurs.

The first is from the book Sanctions for
Evil. The essay, written by Neil
Smelser, is entitled "Some Determi-
nants of Destructive Behavior" (pp. 15-
24). In the essay Smelser discusses the
answers to four questions: How is evil
legitimitized? How is evil authorized?
How are people mobilized for evil
actions? How is evil rationalized?

On Legitimizing Evil:
He who does evil is typically

convinced that evil is about to be
done to him. The world is bent on
his destruction and it is therefore
justifiable for him to destroy. (p. 17)

"One legitimizing ingredient of
destructiveness, then, is to hold a
belief that some enemy is simulta-
neously evil, intelligent, and
omnipotent." (p. 19)

"And finally, as these beliefs become
more and more rigid and stereo-
typed, the behavioral options left to
either side--other than lashing out
in rage at the other--were progres-
sively diminished.’" (p. 18)

~n adomon, the perpetrator of ew~
typically holds fast to a correspond-
ing belief in his own omnipotence
andmoral superiority. To believe
that one is an indestructible saint or
crusader makes it easy to spread
destruction in the world. Indeed,
that belief often demands that one
stamp out evil." (p. 19)

On Authorizing and Mobilizing Evil:
"The likelihood of rampages of
destructiveness is greatly height-
ened when some person or agency in
authority condones or at least
permits these rampages." (p. 21)

"If effective counterauthorizing
agencies (courts, for example) do not
exist or are feeble, the probabilities
are increased that evil may be
authorized or quasi-authorized with
impunity." (p. 21)

"In other cases, however, authoriza-
tion involves a posture that does not
openly and positively sanction--and
thereby guarantee the perpetration
of--destructiveness. In these cases
mobilization for evil develops
through independent social mechan-
isms." (p. 22)

On Rationalizing Evil:
"Rationalization refers to the shared
cognitive processes by which people
attempt to smooth over and
otherwise come to terms with that
tension [of competing values] "’ (p.
17)

Rationalization--ways in which
perpetrators of evil come to terms
with consciences and value systems
that condemn their behavior.
Mechanisms of defense: projection,
denial, displacement, intellectualiza-
tion, rationalization itself. (p. 23)

The second essay (Richard Maxwell
Brown on "The American Vigilante
Tradition,’" (p. 158+) is in the book The
History of Violence in America. His central
thesis is capsulized in the following
statements: "Vigilantism was a violent
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sanctification of the deeply cherished
values of life and property. Because the
main thrust of vigilantism was to
reestablish in each newly settled area the
conservative values of life, property, and
law and order, vigilante movements
were usually led by the frontier elite...
Again and again it was the most eminent
local community leaders who headed
vigilante movements." (p. 158)

Brown lists the following vigilante
characteristics:

1. Vigilante groups are usually
organized in command or military
fashion.

2. Vigiiante groups usually have a
constitution, articles, or manifesto
and often hold formal (th6ugh
illegal) trials.

3. The punishments of whipping and
expulsion were common punish-
ments in the early nineteenth
century.

4. The goals of the vigilantes were
community reconstruction and

. stability.

Brown explains that settlers in a
frontier region were as anxious to
establish the behavioral boundaries of
the community as they were its
geographic boundaries. And the
behavioral boundaries they hoped to
establish were precisely those they had
left behind: "New settlers ordinarily
desire new opportunities but not social
innovation. Their main desire is to re-
create the life they left behind them by
reconstructing the communities from
which they came." Most frontiersmen
came from communities which were
essentially similar, according to Brown.
"The American community of the 18th
and 19th centuries was primarily a
property-holder’s community, and
property was viewed as the very basis
of life itself." In addition, most
American communities of the period
possessed a social structure of three
levels:

1. Leading men and their families--
businessmen, professional men,
affluent farmers and planters. These
were the community leaders.

2. Men of average means: farmers,
craftsmen, tradesmen. This group
was the core of the community.

3. Honest poor and those marginal
or alienated from the rest of the
community. Can include the
criminal element. Spurned by other
members of the community.

Brown explains the way such a
structure fit into a vigilante movement:

The vigilante leaders were drawn
from the upper level of the
community. The middle level
supplied the rank-and-file. The
lower people and outlaws repre-
sented the main threat to the
reconstruction of the community
and were the main targets of the
vigilantes. (pp. 167-169)

On the frontier, vigilantism was often
the response to disorder or crime, even
in situations where the actual threat
was relatively mild:

All this [implanting of community
structure and values] they wished to
achieve as cheaply as possible. They
were the typical frontier entrepre-
neurs. Their enterprize in commerce
or land was often speculative, and
they frequently skated on economic
thin ice. The delicate balance of their
own personal finances could be
easily upset; hence, they had a lively
awareness of the cost of public
service and a yen to keep them down
lest, as substantial taxpayers, their
own circumstances suffer. No better
resolution of the conflicting goals of
public order and personal wealth
could be found than vigilantism
which provided a maximum of the
former at minimum cost to the
ambitious and well-to-do. (pp. 176-
177)

The justification of such violence is also
part of the American tradition,
maintains Brown:

Americans have long felt that
intolerable conditions justify defi-
ance of law and its extension,
revolution. In large part the spirit of
American lawlessness (equal in
importance to the spirit of lawful-
ness) goes back to the American
Revolution where Americans learned
a lesson that has never been
forgotten: that it is sometimes good
and proper to rebel and that rebellion
succeeds.
Powerfully nurturing American
lawlessness has been the vigilante
tradition. A part of the historical
heritage of hundreds of American
communities from the Piedmont to
the Pacific, vigilantism--like the
American Revolution--has taught
the lesson that defiance of law pays.
The typical vigilante took the law into

his own hands sincerely (but
paradoxically) in the interest of law
and order. He desired social stability
and got it. But was it purchased at too
high a cost? (p. 199)

Some Reasons for Conflict Between
Mormons and Non-Mormons
1. Accusations of Mormons agitating
among the Indians. Mormons had first
come to Missouri in response to a
missionary call to preach to the Indians.
Under President Andrew Jackson’s
policy of relocation of all Indian tribes,
various groups of Indians were moving
to the lands west of Missouri. The
Mormons saw this as the beginning of
vast migrations and gatherings prior to
the millenium. Mormons had broadcast
these views as well as Book of Mormon
insights about the origin and destiny of
the Indians. Non-Mormon neighbors
felt uneasy about the possibility of
alliances between the Mormons and the
Indians, both groups little understood
and mistrusted.
2. Accusations of Mormons tampering
with Negro slaves. Most of the original
settlers in Missouri were from the south
and in favor of slavery. In contrast, most
of the Mormons were from the
northeast. Misunderstandings thus
naturally developed.

3. Derision of religious beliefs of
Mormonism.
4. DescriptionofLDSChurch mem-
bers as low-class and degraded types.
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(Many who joined with the Mormons
were poor.)

5. Distrust by members of older
religious denominations who were not
firmly entrenched on the frontiers of
Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois and disliked
Mormon influence.
Mormons as economic bloc
6. Mormons tended to trade among
themselves; they were thus a powerful
economic bloc and non-Mormon
businessmen resented what they felt
was an unnatural restraint of trade.
Mormon business also cut into the trade
with any travelers moving westward.

7. Effect on localland markets.
Mormon intent to buy up large tracts of
land caused an unnatural upward spiral
in land prices.

8. Mormon claims to have a divine
right to the land--especially in Missouri.
Statements from the revelations could
not help but alarm citizens of the area.
"For, behold, verily I say unto you, the
Lord willeth that the disciples and the
children of men should open their hearts,
even to purchase this whole region of
country, as soon as time will permit.’"
(D&C 58:52).

9. Political unity of Church members.
The Mormons voted as a bloc. Their
belief in the imminent establishment of a
millenial kingdom was especially
threatening given their political
solidarity. People felt that the Mormon
union of church and state was contrary
to the laws of the land.
10. Accusations that members of the
Church were guilty of theft, counterfeit-
ing, even murder. Existence of such a
groupas the Danites only fed such
beliefs.

11. Anti-Masonic feeling. Such feeling
was widespread and volatile on the
frontier. Establishment of the Masonic
lodge in Nauvoo fed such prejudices.
Ironically, Masons were also hostile
because of the rapid growth of the
Masonic lodge in Nauvoo.

12. Rumorsofpluralmarriageand
other unique practices, (temple work, for
example) which continued to surface.

For a more complete discussion of
reasons for hostilities see Chapter 3
"’Early Persecutions" in The Mormon
Experience. Also chapters reviewing the
period in Story of the Latter-day Saints and The
First Mormon. See Sunday School
SupplementinSunst0ne Vo14:2 and 4:3 for
bibliographies on Missouri and Kirtland.

The Manifesto of the Mob
This document circulated among the
citizens of Jackson County during the
summer of 1833. It was sometimes
referred to as "the secret constitution"
(See HCI:374-376).

We the undersigned, citizens of Jackson
county, believing that an important crisis is at
hand, as regards our civil society, in
consequence of a pretended religious sect of
people that have settled, and are still settling
in our county, styling themselves "Mor-
mons;" and intending, as we do, to rid our
society, "peaceably if we can, forcibly if we
must," and believing as we do, that the arm
of the civil law does not afford us a
guarantee, or at least a sufficient one,
against the evils which are now inflicted
upon us, and seem to be increasing, by the
said religious sect, deem it expedient, and of
the highest importance, to form ourselves
into a company for the better and easier
accomplishment of our purpose--a purpose
which we deem it almost superfluous to say,
it justified as well by the law of nature, as by
the law of self-preservation.

It is more than two years since the first of
these fanatics, or knaves, (for one or the
other they undoubtedly are) made their first
appearance amongst us, and pretended as
they did, and now do, to hold personal
communication and revelations direct from
heaven; to heal the sick by laying on hands;
and, in short, to perform all the wonder-
working miracles wrought by the inspired
Apostles and Prophets of old.

We believed them deluded fanatics, or
weak and designing knaves and that they
and their pretensions would soon pass away;
but in this we were deceived. The arts of a
few designing leaders amongst them have
thus far succeeded in holding them together
as a society; and since the arrival of the first
of them, they have been daily increasing in
numbers; and if they had been respectable
citizens in society and thus deluded, they
would have been entitled to our pity rather
than to our contempt and hatred; but from
their appearance, from their manners, and

from their conduct since their coming
among us, we have every reason to fear that,
with but very few exceptions, they were of
the very dregs of that society from which
they came, lazy, idle, and vicious. This we
conceive is not idle assertion, but a fact
susceptible of proof, for with these few
exceptions above named, they brought into
our country little or no property with them
and left less behind them, and we infer that
those only yoke themselves to the
"Mormon" car who had nothing earthly or
heavenly to lose by the change; and we fear
that if some of the leaders amongst them,
had paid the forfeit due to crime, instead of
being chosen ambassadors of the Most High,
they would have been inmates of solitary
cells. But their conduct here stamps their
characters in their true colors. More than a
year since, it was ascertained that they had
been tampering with our slaves, and
endeavoring to sow dissensions and raise
seditions amongst them. Of this their
"Mormon" leaders were informed, and they
said they would deal with any of their
members who should again in like case
offend. But how spacious are appearances.
In a late number of the Star, published in
Independence by the leaders of the sect,
there is an article inviting free negroes and
mulattoes from other states to become
"Mormons," and remove and settle among
us. This exhibits them in still more odious
colors. It manifests a desire on the part of
their society, to inflict on our society an
injury that they know would be to us
entirely insupportable, and one of the surest
means of driving us from the country; for it
would require none of the supernatural gifts
that they pretend to, to see that the
introduction of such caste amongst us would
corrupt our blacks, and instigate them to
bloodshed.

They openly blaspheme the Most High
God, and cast contempt on His holy religion,
by pretending to receive revelations direct
from heaven, by pretending to speak
unknown tongues, by direct inspiration, and
by divers pretenses derogatory to God and
religion, and to the utter subversion of
human reason.

They declare openly that their God hath
given them this county of land, and that
sooner or later they must and will have
possession of our lands for an inheritance;
and, in fine, they have conducted themselves
on many other occasions, and such a
manner, that we believe it a duty we owe to
ourselves, our wives, and children, to the
cause of public morals, to remove them from
among us, as we are not prepared to give up
our pleasant places and goodly possessions
to them or to receive into the bosom of our
families, as fit companions for our wives and
daughters, the degraded and corrupted free
negroes and mulattoes that are now invited
to settle among us.

Under such a state of things, even our
beautiful county would cease to be a
desireable residence, and our situation
intolerable. We, therefore, agree (that after
timely warning, and receiving an adequate
compensation for what little property they
cannot take with them, they refuse to leave
us in peace, as they found us)--we agree to
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use such means as may be sufficient to
remove them, and to that end we each
pledge to each other our bodily powers, our
lives, fortunes and sacred honors.

We will meet at the court house, at the
town of Independence, on Saturday next,
the 20th inst., (July), to consult on
subsequent movements.

Among the hundreds of names attached to
the above document were:

Lewis Franklin, jailor; Samuel C. Owens,
county clerk; Russel Hicks, deputy county clerk; R.
W. Cummins, Indian agent; James H.
Flournoy, postmaster; S. D. Lucas, colonel and
judge of the court; Henry Chiles, attorney-at-law;
N. K. Olmstead, M. D.; John Smith, j.ustice of
the peace; Samuel Weston, justice of the peace;
William Brown, constable; Abner F. Staples,
captain; Thomas Pitcher, deputy constable;
Moses F. Wilson, and Thomas Wilson,
merchants.

REPORT.
It is apparent to every reflecting mind that

a crisis has arisen in this country, that
requires the deep, cool, dispassionate
consideration, and immediate action of every
lover of peace, harmony and good order. We
cannot conceal from ourselves the fact that
at this moment the clouds of civil war are
rolling up their fearful masses, and hanging
over our devoted country. Solemn, dark and
terrible. This painful state of things has been
produced mainly by the rapid and increasing
emigration of that people commonly called
Mormons, during the last few months. It is
known to all, that in November, 1833, these
people were expelled from their homes in
Jackson county, without money, without
property, without the means of subsistence
for themselves, their wives and their
children, and like Noah’s dove, without a
resting place for their feet.

They came to our county thus friendless
and penniless, (seeking as they said) but a
temporary asylum from the storm of
persecution by which they were then
buffeted. Their destitute and miserable
condition, at that inclement season of the
year, excited the deep sympathies of the
philanthropic and hospitable citizens of this
county; and notwithstanding the thousand
reports that were borne on the wings of the
wind, charging them with almost every
crime known to the laws of our country, yet
our feelings of kindness and sympathy for
human suffering prevailed over every
obstacle, and they were received with
friendship and treated with toleration, and
often with remarks of peculiar kindness.
They always declared that they looked not
upon this county as their home, but as a
temporary asylum; and that, whenever, a
respectable portion of the citizens of this
county should request it, they.would
promptly leave us in peace as they found us.

That period has now arrived. Duty to
ourselves, to our families, and to the best
interests of our country, requires at our
hands, to demand the fulfillment of that
pledge. They are charged by those who are
opposed to them with an unfriendly
determination to violate that pledge. Their
rapid emigration, their large purchases, and
offers to purchase lands, the remarks of the
ignorant and imprudent portion of them,
that this country is destined by heaven to be
theirs are received and looked upon, by a
large portion of this community, as strong
and convincing proofs that they intend to
make this county their permanent home, the
centre and general rendezvous of their
people.

These are some of the reasons why these
people have become objects of the deepest
hatred and detestation to many of our
citizens. They are eastern men, whose
manners, habits, customs, and even dialect,
are essentially different from our own. They
are non-slaveholders, and opposed to slavery,
which in this peculiar period, when
abolitionism has reared its deformed and
haggard visage in our land, is well calculated
to excite deep and abiding prejudices in any
community where slavery is tolerated and
protected.

In addition to all this, they are charged, as
they have hitherto been, with keeping up a
constant communication with our Indian
tribes on our frontiers, with declaring, even
from the pulpit, that the Indians are a part of
God’s chosen people, and are destined by
heaven to inherit this land, in common with
themselves. We do not vouch for the
correctness of these statements; but
whether they are true or false, their effect
has been the same in exciting our
community: In times of greater tranquility,
such ridiculous remarks might well be
regarded as the offspring of frenzied
fanaticism; but at this time, our defenseless
situation on the frontier, the bloody
disasters of our fellow citizens in Florida,
and other parts of the South, all tend to
make a portion of our citizens regard such
sentiments with horror, if not alarm. These

and many other causes, have combined to
raise a prejudice against them; and a feeling
of hostility, that the first spark may, and we
deeply fear will, ignite into all the horrors
and desolations of a civil war, the worst evil
that can befall any country.

We therefore feel it our duty to come
forward, as mediators, and use every means
in our power to prevent the occurrence of so
great an evil. As the most efficacious means
to arrest the evil, we urge on the Mormons
to use every means to put an immediate stop
to the emigration of their people to this
county. We earnestly urge them to seek
some other abiding place, where the
manners, the habits, and customs of the
people will be more consonant with their
own.

For this purpose we would advise them to
explore the territory of Wisconsin. This
country is peculiarly suited to their
conditions and their wants. It is almost
entirely unsettled; they can there procure
large bodies of land together, where there
are no settlements, and none to interfere
with them. It is a territory in which slavery
is prohibited, and it is settled entirely with
emigrants from the North and East.

The religious tenets of this people are so
different from the present churches of the
age, that they always have, and always will,
excite deep prejudices against them in any
populous country where they may locate.

Moving?

Be sure to let us know as soon as
possible. Sunstones are not forwarded
because they are mailed bulk rate.
We cannot afford to mail two copies
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We, therefore, in a spirit of frank and
friendly kindness, do advise them to seek a
home where they may obtain large and
separate bodies of land, and have a
community of their own. We further say to
them, if they regard their own safety and
welfare, if they regard the welfare of their
families, their wives and children, they will
ponder with deep and solemn reflection on
this friendly admonition.

Mormon Responses
Leonard Arrington and Davis Bitton in
The Mormon Experience make the
important point that the Mormon and
their enemies "were living in the same
world." The Mormons fell into many of
the same behavior patterns they
simultaneously hated in their "persecu-
tors."

If the persecutors dehumanized the
Mormons, the Mormon tendency to
see their enemies as ripe for divine
judgment made them also offensive.
If the persecutors published mani-
festos and propositions, the Mor-
mons utilized the printed word with
equal vigor; accounts of atrocities,
with supporting affidavits, filled the
newspapers, and petitions to gov-
ernors, Congress, and the President
set forth the offended innocence of
the Mormons and the malice of their
enemies. If anti-Mormon firebrands
were intemperate in their denuncia-
tion of the Mormon scum and their
demands of using ’powder and ball,’
Mormon preachers were on occasion
equally abusive and loud in their
claims of their right to use force in
their own defense. If the persecutors
formed militia companies, the
Mormons tried to organize their
own volunteer forces in Missouri
and succeeded in constituting the
Nauvoo Legion under the "sponsor-
ship" of the Illinois state govern-
ment. If the persecutors utilized
mobs and vigilantes when official
military units did not suffice, the
Mormons put together an unofficial
army, Zion’s Camp, in 1834; a secret,
unsanctioned paramilitary force, the
Danites, in 1838; and an organiza-
tion of teen-age intimidators, the
Nauvoo Whittling and Whistling
Brigade, in 1844. If the persecutors
cited the inadequacy of existing
judicial machinery as a reason for
extreme measures, the Mormons
found their own justification. (p. 62)

See Peter Crawley and Richard L.
Anderson, "The Political and Social
Realities of Zion’s Camp," BYU Studies
14 (Summer 1974): 406-420; Leland H.
Gentry, "The Danite Band of 1838/’
BYU Studies 14 (Summer 1974): 421-
450; Thurmon Dean Moody, "Nauvoo’s
Whistling and Whittling Brigade, BYU
Studies 15 (Summer 1975): 480-490.
The Doctrine and Covenants also
discusses the culpability of the Saints
for the difficulties particularly in
Jackson County. See sections 98, 100,
101,103, and 105.

Up, awake, ye defenders of Zion!
The foe’s at the door of your homes;

Let each heart be the heart of a lion,
Unyielding and proud as he roams.

Remember the wrongs of Missouri;
Forget not the fate of Nauvoo;

When the God-hating foe is before you,
Stand firm and be faithful and true.

By the mountains our Zion’s surrounded;
Her warriors are noble and brave;

And their faith on Jehovah is founded,
Whose power is mighty to save.

Opposed by a proud, boasting nation,
Their numbers, compared, may be few;

But their union is known through creation,
And they’ve always been faithful and true.

Shall we bear with oppression forever?
Shall we tamely submit to the foe,

While the ties of our kindred they sever
And the blood of our Prophets shall flow?

No! the thought sets the heart wildly beating;
Our vows at each pulse we renew.

Ne’er to rest till our foes are retreating,
And to be ever faithful and true.

Though assisted by legions infernal,
The plundering wretches advance,

With a host from the regions eternal,
We’ll scatter their troops at a glance

Soon "the Kingdom" will be independent;
In wonder the nations will view

The despised ones in glory resplendent;
Then let us be faithful and true!

Charles W. Penrose.
Written ca. 1857, reflects volatile emotional
climate as Johnston’s Army approached
Utah.
Hymn 37 in current LDS hymn book.
Melody "Columbia the Gem of the Ocean."

iews

The Genteel Gentile: Letters of
Elizabeth Cumming, 1857-1858
Ray R. Canning and Beverly Beeton,
editors
Tanner Trust Fund, 1977
111 pages, $12.50

Eighth in a series on
"Utah, the Mormons
and the West," pub-
lished by the Tanner
Trust Fund and the
University of Utah
Marriott Library, The

i~r’~T~!~-~’~-i~ii~ Genteel Gentile is an-
other otherwise un-

available manuscript offered in limited
edition to the general public. The book
is the work of two University of Utah
professors, Ray R. Canning and
Beverly Beeton. (Dr. Beeton has since
moved to Illinois.) Both came across the
letter’s at Duke University and were
working independently toward their
publication. Discovering their common

interest, they decided to collaborate.
The result of their joint endeavor is the
compilation of eighteen letters written
by Elizabeth Wells Randall Cumming,
the wife of Alfred Cumming, who was
sent by President James Buchanan in
1857 to replace Brigham Young as
Territorial Governor. The Cummings
arrived in Utah at a crucial period--the
outset of what scholars have called the
Utah War. Elizabeth was her husband’s
only secretary until they settled in Salt
Lake and therefore was privy to most
of the political manuverings and
problems that her husband encoun-
tered in his delicate mission--assume
his post without bloodshed. She
chronicles the preparations to head
west, the disposition of the army that
accompanied them, her husband’s
successful attempts to reassure the
Mormons, and, most rewardingly for
later readers, her impressions of the
"Saints" that they encountered in Salt
Lake.
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The value of these letters is in the
perspective they give us on the
historical significance of this period in
the development of both Utah and of
the Mormon Church. As Elizabeth was
well aware, even in 1857 there was
some question as to the validit)) of press
reports about Mormonism. In a letter
from St. Louis, written before the
expedition began, Elizabeth comments
that "the newspapers have made very
few correct statements about this
expedition. It has been amusing and
sometimes irritating to see the
statements gravely made, often
without any foundation." She later
sheds’some light on how the newspa-
pers obtained their "information."
Besides the professional letter writers
that accompanied their expedition, she
observes that there were "nearly 3,000
men here, more than half of whom are
writing letters ’from camp’ to ’friends’
who are correspondents of or editors of
newspapers." The fact that contempor-
ary newspapers were often filled with
"firsthand" accounts of the west does
not mean, evidently, that these
accounts were accurate. Because these
eastern papers served as the basis for
research and opinion in later years, the
discrepancies were perpetuated. To
have, therefore, the letters, journals
and diaries of some of the participants
gives us a much fairer history of the
events.
The editors have done extensive
research into these kinds of primary
sources to add to the historical
significance of the letters. In fact,
sometimes what they have to say is far
more interesting than what Elizabeth
has to say. In many of the letters,
written while the expedition was
wintering at Camp Scott, unable to
enter the Salt Lake Valley, Elizabeth
felt compelled to censor her comments
because of the political intrigues
surrounding her husband and his
mission. When she writes, "I have little
to tell, that I can tell." and "if I ever get to
the States again, I shall have a good deal
to say," the reader is left with
unsatisfied curiosity. It is to the editors
credit that they comment only on what
they can verify and leave these open-
ended comments alone. Care has been
taken to cross reference Elizabeth’s
observations with those of her
contemporaries, and this adds to their
historical accuracy. For example, the
editors quote the extant letters of
Captain Jesse A. Gore, which detail his
perceptions of the tensions between
Saint and Gentile in the valley: "After
dark no gentile walks the streets alone.
Everyone, night and day, is armed to
the teeth.’" Elizabeth, however, "walked

out alone in the silent city" and was
often invited to the White House,
residence of Mary Ann Angell Young,
the second wife of Brigham Young.

Once her husband was established as
govenor of the territory, Elizabeth was
much more candid in her observations
and was obviously intrigued by
polygamy. She took great interest in
making friends with those women
available to her. She cultivated a
friendship (or perhaps it was vice versa)
with Mary Ann Angell Young.

Because Elizabeth held no preconceived
judgments of the Mormons, she felt
she could be fair and impartial, as her
husband was attempting to be in his
political dealings. Her comments on the
Mormons, many positive, other not so
flattering, are what constitute the truly
interesting aspects of the book. She
was touched by the faith and devotion
she witnessed, but could not under-
stand the Mormon "disdain for the
religious belief of the rest of the
world.’" It is these last four letters,
written from Salt Lake, which will
probably most strongly appeal to the
average reader.

Unfortunately, the other fourteen
letters are rather specialized history,
with little general appeal. Although the
editors have taken great care in the
introduction to explain the circum-
stances that precipitated the sending of
the Army and the federally appointed
governor to Utah, most people would
need to review the fairly complicated
history and politics of the preceding
twenty years to fully appreciate the
letters or the situation that Elizabeth
Cumming faced.

The Genteel Gentile is certainly a well
conceived and researched book, but I
suspect that it lacks the appeal of some
of the other volumes in the series. The
Tanner Trust Fund edition of A Mormon
Mother, for example, is so popular that it
has been issued in paperback. The
reason this book will probably have
more limited appeal is that it falls short
of the two established criteria of the
series. Selection is based upon
"intellectual appeal as accurate history,"
and on this, the book cannot be faulted.
It is also a beautiful book, with creamy
thick paper, a charming dust jacket
illustration and period photographs.
But on the second criteria, that of
"emotional interest as good literature,’"
the book leaves something to be
desired. One is informed by these
letters but certainly not involved or
touched by them, and at the price of
$12.50, one longs for a little more
substance. It is in some ways a "coffee-

table book"--nice to look at, but not
totally satisfying to read.

Christine Cornwall Norman
CHRISTINE CORNWALL NORMAN
lives in Salt Lake City. She is a graduate
of Brigham Young University with
degrees in English and Political Science.

Anti-Mormonism in Idaho
Merle Wells
Brigham Young University Press, 1978

There is probably no
historian more quali-
fied to write a history
of the anti-Mormon
movement in Idaho
than Dr. Merle Wells.
His scholarly interest
in the topic goes back
over thirty years to his

doctral dissertation of the same title,
Anti-Mormonism in Idaho. In the mid-
fifties Wells published three articles on
the subject and in 1959 co-authored a
two-volume history of Idaho. To this
extensive background of knowledge, Dr.
Wells has added the latest historical
findings to produce a succinct but
detailed account of the origin, impact,
and legacy of anti-Mormonism in the
territorial and early statehood days of
Idaho.
Anti-Mormonism in Idaho, Dr. Wells
writes, "grew out of a well established
pattern of hostility" that plagued the
Saints from the establishment of the
first Mormon community. Once again,
Mormon practices of polygamy and
economic cooperation, combined with
the Mormon sense of separateness
alienated their neighbors. These
problems were exacerbated by the clash
of lifestyles between Mormons, who
were farmers, and the Southeastern
Idaho Gentiles, who were stock-raisers.
In the 1860s no serious problems
ensued, basically because of the sparse
population in both communities.
According to Dr. Wells, however, this
relatively mild period in the 1860s was
followed by years of total separation
and confrontation in the 1870s, and
then dominance of the Gentiles and
political destruction of the Mormons in
the 1880s.

Dr.. Wells notes several reasons for the
rise of anti-Mormon sentiment in the
1870s. Idaho Saints voted as a bloc for
the Democrats, after being rejected by
the Republican party in 1872. There
was commercial rivalry between
Mormons and Gentiles over the
Montana mining trade and between
Mormon farmers and the non-Mormon
stockmen after the completion of the
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LDS-owned Utah Northern railroad in
1874. United Orders were organized in
some Idaho settlements where the
population was not exclusively Mor-
mon. The influx of Gentiles into the
Wood River mining area, located in
South Central Idaho, and the comple-
tion of new railroad lines not only
created new Gentile towns, but
introduced non-Mormons into previ-
ously all-Mormon communities. (Iro-
nically, this new Gentile ascendency
brought with it seeds of opposition and
division within the ranks of anti-
Mormonism, which created very
interesting results later.)
By the 1880s, the stage had been set for
the triumph of anti-Mormonism. The
radical anti-Mormons were well
organized, and animosity was at a fever
pitch. The new Gentile immigration
gave them greater political power, and
national anti-Mormon developments
gave them undergirding support. From
this position of strength, anti-
Mormons effected legislation which
included the famous Idaho test oath.
This law proscribed all Mormons
(Congressional action dealt only with
Mormon polygamists) from voting,
holding any public office, or sitting on
any jury. The significance of the test
oath as an anti-Mormon device was not
underestimated by its authors. As Dr.
Wells states, if it were administered "to
all county and local officers, it could
terminate local Mormon theocracy in
county government in areas such as
Bear Lake. And attacking the Mormon
theocracy on all levels was a major anti-
Mormon objective. Pestering polyg-
amists was a popular side issue."
The actual results of the law were a
little more complex than its intent,
however. Mormon participation in
Idaho politics was virtually dead,
though the implementation in the
counties where the Mormons were
dominant created interesting situa-
tions. But instead of destroying
Mormon theocracy, the Saints were
actually forced to rely on it even more
heavily than before since they were
denied participation in other political
institutions. Mormon courts, schools,
and government were preserved intact.
Thus, Dr. Wells concludes, "the law
forced the Saints to abandon civil
government for their own ecclesiastical
forms."
However, survival of their theocracy
was the only thing in which the Saints
could take comfort, for the test oath
was written into Idaho’s constitution
when it became a state in February,
1890. As a result of this untenable
condition in Idaho particularly, and in

the nation as a whole, the Mormons
gradually began the process of
"Americanization" by abandoning their
economic cooperation, bloc voting, and,
of course, polygamy. Once these
concessions were accepted, Idaho
rescinded its test oath and along with
the rest of the nation accepted
Mormons into the American political
system. With this acceptance, the anti-
Mormon movement in Idaho came to
an end.
Though this book is basically the
author’s doctoral dissertation, written
twenty-nine years ago, it is worth
formal publication, especially since
some new information has shed greater
light on certain areas of the study. Dr.
Wells" deep knowledge of the broad
lines of Mormon, Idaho and American
history are evident as he leads the
reader through the complexities of the
geographic and economic factors, major
aspects in the make-up of Idaho politics.
But these complexities bring to light
one minor problem in the book--its
lack of any kind of a map. Much use
could have been made of a map of Idaho
showing the county lines and the
geographical location of the Gentile and
Mormon towns, the relationship
between the "Boise ring" and the Wood
River mining area; the northern
annexations and the relationship of
each to the southeastern Mormon
communities. Another helpful graphic
would have been a census chart
showing the impact of the mining rush
to the various areas concerned.
With these comments aside, Dr. Wells
has written a thorough, quite readable,
and well-documented account of the
rise and fall (if you will) of anti-
Mormonism in Idaho.

Michael E. Christensen
MICHAEL E. CHRISTENSEN is an
historian for the Utah Division of State
Parks. His articles have appeared in the
Western Historical Quarterly and Idaho Yesterday’s.

Our First Estate
R. Clayton Brough
Horizon Publishers, 1977
174 Pages, $5.95

R. Clayton Brough’s
z,,~)/g~" book, Our First Estate, is

~,~xy’v/"]~,~! one of several works
"-’),.~.v/g3-/(,¢k.._~tt written about thepre-mortal existence, yet

it actually has little in
common with the other. It

~~:’~"°~’~’ stands in a class by itself,
apart from other more

imaginative works on the subject.
Our First Estate is a compilation which
contains a wealth of material gleaned

from every conceivable source. With an
index and documentation on the
sources consulted, the author has given
the student of the Church an excellent
reference tool. In fact, the value of this
book lies almost exclusively in the
realm of its usefulness as a compilation.
As is the case with many books of this
genre, the style leans to the doctrinal
and the encyclopedic. The reader finds
that most of the work consists of
quotations tied together with a
minimum of comment. Any attempt at
interpretation is lacking.

Interest is maintained only due to the
subject matter. Unlike the less
doctrinal and more artful pieces on the
same subject, most notably the novel
Added Upon, the musical Saturday’s
Warrior, and Milton’s classic Paradise
Lost, Our First Estate is intended to be a
weighty work. And the reading in
parts is heavy indeed.
For all its doctrine and powerful
quotations, we wonder if the fanciful
works are not more valuable. How
literally can we take what anyone has
to say on a subject which has been
carefully veiled from our minds? Even
the scriptures are silent on some of our
most burning questions. After all is
said and done, we seem to be left with
but brief snatches, begging to be filled
and rounded out. Perhaps this is why
so many people have advanced their
opinions on what the pre-mortal state
was like. Such opinions might more
properly fall in the realm of fiction.
The author of the novel or drama has
a free hand to explore whatever he or
she wants. The reader, like the child
playing with imaginary dragons,
instinctively knows it is only make-
believe. In doctrinal works, however,
such explorations have their pitfalls.
The wise reader learns to keep his salt
shaker handy, since much of what he
reads in so-called doctrinal works must
be taken with the proverbial grain of
salt.

For all its limitations, Our First Estate
remains useful. Bedtime reading it is
not. A book given exclusively to
scripturally-based statements it is not.
However, it does identify pertinent
citations on the pre-mortal existence
almost to the point of being exhaustive
in its scope. In this respect, the book
makes a real contribution to the
literature of Mormonism.
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